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Policy drafted to deter campus cheating
By Julie Rogers
Daily staff writer
Students caught cheating or plagiarizing
in any of their classes next semester could
face a variety of punishments ranging from
failure in the course, suspension. expulsion.
or probation, depending upon which action
the instructor chooses to take.
Because SJSU currently has no cheating
policy, the Financial and Student Affairs
Committee. an Academic Senate subcommittee, is proposing one which would recommend punishments to an instructor. However,
"faculty
are
responsible
for
determining the type of academic sanction to
be applied... according to the proposal.

I have reservations about the faculty
being judge, jury and executioner.’ said Associated Students President Mike McLennan.
The policy will be proposed in November to the Academic Senate where it will be
approved or disappnived.
The policy reconimevids that the student
should receive an F grade on his test or project if the student is caught: copying from another student’s test. submitting work previously presented in another course. using
materials during exams not authorized by the
instructor, or using another’s ideas, words.
sentences or paragraphs without giving appropriate credit.

A harsher penalty is recommended if a
student alters his grades, interferes with the
grading process, or if a student takes an
exam for another or has someone take an
exam for himself. For this offense. the policy recommends that the student be referred
t() the dean of student services for administrative sanctions.
The subcommittee said that the worst
offense committed is "representing another’s works as one’s own
such as musical
compositions, computer programs. photographs, paintillgS, drawings. or sculptures...
For this violation. the policy recommends
that the student receive an F in the class.
"My concern is the student accused of

cheating should be prone’ ly heard
teacher
who has witnessed the tic, men, e.
ob
jectively look at the facts." 14. I ennaii said
A student v, Inn is chaiged
or plagiarism may appeal to itic
Fairness Committee. w Ink li is a 1.1 inembei
hoard designed to heal complaints
students %shin clami that their rights hav e been
violated.
McLennan said that
would be moie
equitable tor students it all C.1".., concerning
student cheating were heatd through the
Academic Fairness Committee.
"If every Case Has to be presented to
the (Academic Fairness Committed. they
See ( //. A //NG. hod, page

Young woman slain
in 1 lth Street store
A female employee of the
Photo Drive Up store at 1 I th and San
Carlos streets was slain early
Wednesday night in what police say
was an apparent robbery.
Rosalina Imbue, 19, was found
behind the counter of the drive -up
with multiple stab wounds and was
taken to San Jose Hospital, where
she was pronounced dead at 7:55
p.m., said a spokeswoman fin the
SJPD homicide unit.
Lobue was not an SJSU student, according to the University Police Department.
San Jose Police received a call
about the incident at 7:30 p.m.
The clash register had been
emptied.

Two SJSU students passing by
the Photo Drive Up Thursday expressed shock at how close to Celli pus the murder occurred.
"I think it’s frightening... said
Kari Benson. a senior in business.
"I’ve walked past that place a lot of
times. I try to stay away from this
area at night...
Brad Williams, a freshman in
engineering. also expressed concern.
"I’ve heard this area has a high
crime rate. but until now I haven’t
heard about to() many incidents.’ he
said. "Knowing where this happened and that it was so early in the
evening really shocks me...
Inprination cionplleil by Dace
Liaison.

Erik Jensen (center
Photo Drive I.
operat
s manager,
speaks w ith Dino
Morelland right and
Ralph I .edesma (left
who were hired hy the
Santa Clara County
Coroners’s Office to
clean up the shop alter
an employee vino was
slain there.
Photos by Brad Shirakawa

’I have reservations
about the faculty being
judge, jury and
executioner’
Mike McLennan,
A.S. President

U.S gunships
return fire on
Iranian boats
By Nel.
Cardadeini
Daily staff write,
Two SJSr j maessors said the
presence of Navy ships III Ole
sian Gulf
eeii alter
U.S. helicoptei gunships sank three
Iranian patrol boats in the Pei sian
Gulf Thursday.
LI.S. gunships returned fire and
sank the Iranian patrol boats after an
American observation helicoptei
was tired upon without provocation.
the Pentagon said.
Officials said no Americans
were hurt in the confrontation.
Dr. Alden Voth. %%hi, teaches a
class on government and politics in
the Middle East. said the U.S. has a
legitimate reason to he in the Persian
Gulf.
"It’s very 1111pOrtiell dial tile
U.S. is there in the capacity a is in."
he said. "Western alliames need
they (4, Hi
leadership like the t S
fall apart .
scient
Rov Young. said it

professor Dr.
"the presi-

y to protect our ships in
Alma’
the Pei sian Crulf.’
Young said it was difficult to
predict what Iranian forces may do
in the future.
I suppose they are meeting to
see what their options may be. It’s
possible that they could bring more
ships into the gulf or they might go
to some kind of international terrorisin. lie said.
Voth thinks the recent strikes.
in,. I tiding Thursday’s. is a test by the
lianians "to see if in fact this creates
panic in Congress to withdraw from
the gult
"If they sink a significant naval
vessel." added Voth, "it may escalate. hut I don’t anticipate this happening."
At least six Iranian crewmen
survived Thursday’s assault and
were picked up from the gulf’s waters by a ’.S patrol bOat. said Pentagon spokesman Fred Hoffman.
nice ot the six were reported
in Serliills
he said. adding
that a watch for other survivors was
.re. /RAN, hack page

CSU Los Angeles
reopens after quake
Ity Karen NI. Derenii
staff writer
California State l’imcisiiv .1 o.
Angeles. which has heel, Jose,’
since ()4.1. I as a resilli ot iiie in 1
earthquake that rocked smithy’ n
California. reopened Thuisdav vv
no piohleins. said Ruth Goldw ay .
Cal State Los Angeles public infor
illation officer.
"Things seemed to he remark
ably smooth Students seemed to
,..oine back early to take tlie nine to
tind new locations it then classes
yy ere relocated... 4;inidwa
"We’re mei the Hols1 til it...
she said
’We feel He’te as JIMA tO
as We can he
the university has been offer
Daily

Lottery
allotment
upsets A.S.

A.S. endorses Perez
in bid for Heisman

By Charlotte Banta
Deity staff writer
A year ago. Associated Students programs were not allowed to
request lottery funds. This year. they
received $10,500 of $691,000 alloted to SJSU, but at least one member of the A.S. board of directors
was still upset.
"I am extremely disappointed
because (A.S.) represents SIICh a
large body (of students). and we received an insignificant amount."
said Francois Larrivee. A.S. director
of sponsored programs.
A.S. Controller Victoria Johnson requested $)01,000 in lottery
funds for 10 programs. The request
was then forwarded to the Lottery
Funds Committee. who forwarded it
to Academic Vice President Arlene
Okerlund. who, in turn. forwarded it
to University President Gail Fullerton.
By the time Fullerton gave the
university’s request to the chancellors office. the A.S.s amount had
been lowered to $17.500
The California State University
Chancellor’s Office, which approves

By Edwin Garcia
Daily staff writer
Some things are easier said than
done.
With the fixithall season half
over. the Associated Students Board
of Directors voted Wednesday to
support SJSU quarterback Mike
Perez’ bid f.or the Heisman Trophy.
The trophy is awarded in December by the New York Touch
down Club to the best college football player in the land

Members debate for 30 minutes

Francois I.arrivee,
. director of sponsored programs
all lottery fund allotments in the
CSU system. decided last week that
SJSU’s A.S. programs should receive S10.500. That money will go
to a Womens Resource Center debate between Phyllis Schlafley and
Sarah Weddington.
"With one show (approved).
it’s one more show than last year that
hoard members will receive funds
for," said Jean Lenart, an administrator iti the A.S. Business Office.
This was the first year that student programs were eligible for
funds. Last year. only campus departments and faculty members
could submit proposals.
A.S. President Mike Mcl.ennan
was pleased with the approval of
See LOTTERY. hark page

Has fiThC reS011.111011.
nally passed by. the board atter 30
minutes of debate. differed 1.rom the
one originally proposed by Vice
President Terry McC’arthy and John
Hick. A.S. director of student rights
and responsibilities. ’Dien proposal
called for the board to express its
support for Spartan finaball.
Unlike other resolutions which
have passed smoothly with little, it
any, discussion this one CatiSell
See /It:INMAN. hack page

NiteNS CI:IN..., III 1111:11
and till:Idly :110101101

ha en’t
heen manv takeis. I....Mud\ said
parnitee estimates al Cal State
au Angeles Mini the earthquake
and subsequent ancishih.k. aie ;tinmillion and S.11)
ning hemecii
(ioldivo said.
"(CSC Chancellor W. Atm
I esReynolds Will tle forwarding Lie
the governor on !V Ion
timates
1
dm:L.
CM
Jet
Stetson.
day ." said
tor ot publik anaii
"The giuerniti has been very
supportive." Stetson said. "When
he visited the campus last week. he
indicated that lie
do all he
could to help out. ’
The Chancellors Office hadn’t
anticipated having tii pay. the hill for
the cleanup and reconstruction ot the
campus, saki Janice Walker. a (’S11.1
public information ricer.
Severe stnictural damage has

’We’re over the
worst of it. We’re as
back to normal as
we can be.’
Ruth Goldway,
CS1J L.A. information officer.
kept two buildings on the (.al State
I.4)s Anyeles campus closed through
the reopening.
Some of the campus gymnasium’s light fixtures dropped to the
floor during the temblor and had not
been cleaned up on Tuesday
There Was alSt) daillage 10 the
eighth floor of the Physical Sciences
Building. hen: a small earthquaketriggeted
epllis1011
Ll,fillage 10 a research
kik niatoi v said Stanley Pine. chemistiy inotessoi at Cal State Los Angeles The ta4 Inv w ill remain closed
to students until it 4.an he cleaned up.
There is also limited use of the
campus libiary and relocation of
sollie campus parking an-angements,
Gold% ay said.
Cleanup hiss been slow because
of a lack of available skilled workers
and engineers to work at such short
notice. Goldvv ay said. Many were
tied rip nail quake damage elsewhere hut finally arrived at the campus over the weekend.
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

AIDS Awareness Week set to begin on Monday
By Nelson Cardadelro
Daily Me Writer

Sixty-eight percent of all the
people diagnosed with acquired
immune deficiency syndrome are
in the 20 to 39 age group.
Since this is the age group that
populates most universities. the
SJSU AIDS Education Committee
and the Associated Students Program Board are sponsoring "AIDS

Awareness Week." which begins
Monday.
It is being run in conjunction
with the declaring 01 October as
"Aids Awareness Month in Cali
fornia.
"There have been cases of
AR(’ (AIDS Related Complex)
here at the university.... said Dr.
Robert Latta, Associate Director
for Student Health Services "We

need to educate the students
Latta said there are three obit:x.11,de% for "AIDS Awareness
Week."
’ First. it is to educate people.
secimd. fin people to rectigniie
that theie is a problem and it could
verv viell become then oun proh
lerm and third would be to help
people change then helm\ I, ti
they decrease the risk AlIDS is MI

treatablv. but it is preventable."
Latta said.
"I think we (iwe it tO the
MSC C0111111Unity trl provide them
ith the facts on any disease that
has a .ignificatit inipaet on the popu I at 1011. said Oscar Flattle. Student Health Serv ices’ health educator
See AWARENESS. back page
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Reagan thinks media aid commies
Ronald Reagan has finally leaked the secret. Ye,
Most members of the media are ’ ’willing agent.s (). Cl,111
munist disinformation."
It’s doubtful that there isn’t a newsroom in the
country that doesn’t wait until hearing from Moscov, before setting its IleN s priorities for the day. After all. these
messengers of bad news have to carry on their secular
humanist. family destroying agenda.
The Gipper. in an interview with the Moonieovv ned Washington Times, claims that a sophisticated
Soviet disinformation campaign has undercut the American tradition of anti-communisni and U.S. efforts to protect democracy abroad.
He even said that some members of Congress have
been influenced by the lies of the red menace. How convenient it is to dismiss opposing opinions as being coinnninist-inspired.
Reagan also pined for the good old days of the
House Un-American Activities Committee. It’s tot) bad
the government can’t put ideology on trial anymore.
Who doesn’t miss those fabulous times of the red -baiting
era when half-truths. intimidation and guilt -by -association were used to destniy the lives of people who happened to fall to the political left of Attila the Hun.
The House Un-American Achy Ines and the Senate
Investigations Committee fell because they misused their
pmver in rooting out suspected commies. What they and
demagogue Sen. Joe McCarthy did was beneath corntempt and became the epitome of right-wing hysteria.
It’s strange that when the right-wingers criticize a
centrist or left -leaning president, nobody attributes their
niotiv at ions as being derived from a fascist ideology.
Now the view from the Oval Office is one that sees
anyone who opposes funding terrorists in Central America, or the placing of U.S. military’ troops in a combat
situation without consultation fmni the second major
branch of government. as being deceived by the Krem- lin.
much less the
It’s difficult to belive that anyone
chief executive of the United States - - actually thinks
this is crap. ’The right wing constantly credits the Soviet
Union with having the best of everything. The largest
...--tnilitary, the largest spy network. and in this case. the
largest di.onformation campaign.

Dave
Lanson

It’s so convenient for the the neo-reactionaries who
permeate the Vviiite House to blame any and all ills in the
vvorld on Russia, If by chance the Soviet Union did not
exist. the Reagan% of the world would have to invent
one.
Without Russia. who would the conservatives
blame for Third World alienation toward the United
States’? After all, to Reagan, the only reason any other
nation maintains any animosity toward saintly America
is because of Soviet influence.
A longtime policy of exploitation and bullying on
the part of the United States could in part be the source of
many nations’ resentment toward Uncle Sam, whose
corporate interests are usually classified as "national se cut itv interests.
Although Reagan appeared to be abandoning his extremist iews recently in his pursual of a nuclear arms
treaty vvith the Soviet Union. now he’s proved he still
maintain% his neanderthal fantasies about why the public
doesn’t agree with his party’s political agenda.
Blame the media. Blame the Russians. Blame the
Democrats. Blame anyone but the party in power that
continually promotes a Cold War attitude toward any and
all foreign policy decisions.
Good luck. Journalists will continue to reap an unfavorable reputation among the public. primarily because of the proliferation of National Enquirer-style reporting. By and large. the mainstream national press
serves its function well in watching over government decisions and informing the public about political abuses.
Reagan and his ilk find the media an easy target to
use in shifting blame away from themselves. Killing the
messenger is far easier than interpreting the message.

roLLow OL:.

czoNt.ite ..."
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Haitian secret police unjustly imprison their citizens
.
On September 23, I wrote a commentary on hov..
::.Amnesty International helps people all over the world
.-who have been imprisoned because they. spoke out
against their government in speech or in writing.
Despite the worthy efforts of Amnesty International. many countries like Haiti continue to imprison
perceived enemies of the state.
Such a situation occurred a last month in Port-auPrince, Haiti
On the evening of September 24. 33 -year-old
Wilner Joesph, was reportedly abducted by "unidentified" men who many at the scene claimed to he 111011 hers of the Haiti security forces. Joseph was seen leaving
in a white Toyota with dark windows and no number li.cence plates.
I.
Seven days later, Fritz Belizaire, an employee of a
Haitian electrical company. was arrested by soliders follov, ing an altercation between finir employees and 1() individuals. One of the individuals belonged to Recherches
Cnininelles, the Criminal Investigations Department of
the Haitian army.
Two of Relizaire’s companions, Leonard Pierre and

Richard
Motroni

Patrick Laurent were beaten by the solider% and required
immediate hospital treatment.
The people were arrested by "unidentified members" of the government security forces in "unoffical"
police cars in the middle of the street. without reason.
t ’ntortunately, the v, hereabouts of Joseph and Belizaire :lie unknown. and their detentions have not been
fully acknowledged by’ the Haiti government.
Most appalling. in the arrest of Joesph. the Haitian
authonties have not given a full explanation on what
grounds he was been charged.

These situations have sadly become commonplace
within the government of Haiti. Arrests are routinely carried out without a wan-ant, mostly by men in civilian
clothes.
For these people who are arrested for exercising
what should be a natural right -- freedom of expression -- even though their actions were non-violent, they
could face long prison sentences. continuous brutal torture. and perhaps, execution.
Although the Haiti dictatorship of "Baby Doc" Duvalier was overthrown recently. there are still many reports of opponents of the government being arrested,
beaten and killed. Recently. a local offical told reporters
that he had orders to exterminate all communists in his
zone, regardless of age, sex or religion.
It’s not known whether Joesph or Fielizaire are
members of any opposition group. but the arrests are a
clear violation of their human rights. Immediate, peaceful action must be done to obtain their release.
For information on how you can help these men.
come to next Wednesday’s 9:30 p.m. Amnesty International meeting in the Pacheco R(x)m, third floor of the
Student Union

Letters to the Editor
Students deserve more lottery funds
Well, congratulations (SJSU President) Gail Fut
".::.lerton, you have done another fine job in discrediting tht
::::situdents at SJSU.
.
Recently. the Lottery Committee. to which I was
appointed by Associated Students President Michael Mc::: Lennan. had the task of deciding who and how $691.000
was spent. Last year you gave the students exactly. $0.(X)
: and this year you gave the A.S. $10,000.

I find it ironic that there are 28.(XX) students attending SJSU and only 2(X)-30() instructors. Yet, they received over SI million in a two-year span, while we students have received $10.000. As a student, I can clearly
see that you are looking out for the best interest of those
around you.
Gail. wake up; it’s the SJSU students who employ
you! The committee. on which I worked all day, decided
to allocate S17.500 to the A.S. You decided we didn’t
need that. You also axed $5.0tX) that would have went to
the San Jose Dav Nursery. in which students would have

-ro EfFiCiCitlftY COn1561" THoSE

rACTIoNS OF FIL-11-10JHo (NHA6If ouK FAIR cify,
OUk
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r.11111

been paid for their valuable on-the-job training.
Gail. you did give the Engineering Schtnil a $60,(XX) grant to use as they wish. I ask that you make monies allocated to all the schools public record. so the students can see how you decided to give money to your
special interests.
Let the students decide if you allocated the money
fairly, and if you haven’t, then it will be up to the students to write the chancellors about a replacement for
your job.
Gail, I say it is time to show your immediate concern for the students at SJSU and not to your fellow coworkers!
Michael A. Johnson
A.S. Lottery representative
Vice-Chair SUBOD
Finance Director, A.S. Program Board

SUME-RIDDEN

is

FAlitor,
I’m writing to congratulate Dave Lanson for his fine
article in the Oct. 5 issue on the subject of life in the military. For the past two days. I have read letters to the editor tearing Lanson apart because of so-called ignorant reporting. I must disagree with the attackers. calling him
everything short of a communist.
As a college newspaper, the Spartan Daily did an
excellent justice by exposing both sides of the issue of
military service. We are, of course, a country that thrives
on our freedoms. How can we justify the degrading of
Lanson because he stated his views. thus exercising his
freedom of speech’? After all, the "pro" side had its
turn.
Feel lucky to be exposed to the kinds of opinions
represented in this military article. l’ni sure many universities in communist countries do not have this kind of
reporting. If we rid our paper of journalists such as Lan son. we could just as easily call the paper the "Spartan
Red Beat...
Jeff Johnston
Junior
Journalism

III.
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Taking it to the Limit

The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
our readers. Your ideas, comments, crityou
icisms and suggestions are encouraged. By listening to our readers we can better serve the campus
community.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published. All letters may be edited for
length or libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic after a
sufficient amount of comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level. Phone numbers and
anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor of Dwight Bente] Hall. or to the Student
Union information desk.

David
Barry

Shortcut to jail

The

rti

young man was seated in front of a 7-11
and he was mumbling to himself.
His breath smelled of alcohol. his hair
was long and unkept. his clothes were dirty and
filled with holes.
"If only I hadn’t cut in line at Great America." he kept telling himself. "If only I hadn’t gotten out of line to get that box of popcorn. and then
tried to get back in. I might be successful today."
’’Was I really:. I asked myself. "hearing
this’? Was this guy really saying that he was a failure because he had cut in line at Great America?"
I asked him to repeat what he was saying.
"Oh. what do you care," he %napped back.
"You’re just going to buy your beer and toothpaste
and go home. You don’t care about my story. No
one does."
"Try me.’ I said, hopefully.
"Are you sure?" he asked more calmly.
"Yeah. I’m sure," I told him. "This just
sounds tot) bizarre to pass up.
"Well. OK. but try not to laugh. I’ve had
enough hardships in my life without you making it
any worse."
"Really," I told him. "I’ll be a gtiod listener,
just proceed."
"Well. OK. It all started five years ago in the
summer of 1987. I had gone to Great America with
my girlfriend to enjoy a pleasant day at the park.
No pressure. just pure fun.

66

A

nd that’s what it was until we got in
line for ’The Demon.’ The line was
moving. but slowly. From where we
were, we still had 25 minutes before we would get
on the ride. I wanted a box of popcorn and my
girlfriend said she had to go to the bathroom.
"We in turn asked the couple behind us. if
they would be so kind as to keep our place in line.
They said ’sure. why not.
"And so as I returned with my popcorn, I
expected no trouble. I expected to just get into line,
eat my popcorn and move patiently. But just as the
couple was allowing me to get back in. someone in
the back yelled
’hey. cutter. the line starts back
here.’
"Before you could say ’hey, how do you get
the people who work here to dress up in those silly
costumes,’ a park security person had come
forward and told me. I ’had to go to the back of the
line.’
"But. officer. you don’t understand, these
people saved me a space in line.’
"No, you’ve got it wrong," he yelled back at
me, "you’re cutting and you’re going to be arrested
for it."
"He then slapped the cuffs on me and nit* me
to the Santa Clara County Jail where I was
eventually bailed out by my girlfriend.
"I then forgot about it, until I got a summons
to appear in court. But rather than fight the charge,
I decided to plead guilty and pay the small fine.
"What a mistake.
"For when I graduated from college with a
degree in business and headed out int() the ’real
world; I was met by laughs and rejections.
"Employers in business after business could
not believe that I had been arrested for line
jumping. They thought it was something more and
would not hire me.
"After a while, it got me down and I took to
drinking seriously. Pretty soon. I had lost my car,
my furnishings and then my apartment. And to put
it mildly, here I am."
"fhies the city of Santa Clara," I asked, "still
have that law’?"
"I hope not," the man said. "I mean I could
understand the concern in trying to prevent fights.
But. they shouldn’t penalize people who are civil
about it.
"I would hate to think," he said, "that there
are others who may have suffered this same fate."
David Barry is the city editor. Taking it to
the I.imit appears every Friday.
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Broadcasters offer
students advice
By Lorraine Grant
Daity staff writer
About 60 students learned what
to expect in the world of professional
broadcasting at the "Waves of the
Future in Broadcasting" program
Thursday.
"The purpose of the program
was to give students a realistic picture of careers in the broadcasting industry. both behind the scenes and
on the air.- said Debra A. Sampson
Boogaard, assistant director coordinator of the on -campus interview
program.
"The feedback from the students was very positive. The information presented was very infiwmafive," Sampson Floogaard said.
"I think it’s real advantageous
for students to hear from people who
are working in the field to deterniine
if they would really like it." Sampson Boogaard said.
The program enabled students
to see if they could deal with the
pressure involved in the field. she
said.
Will Flowers, project coordina-

Daily Delivery
A bnef look at off campus news

Jackson OKs
ad appearances

tor for the Bay Area Bmadcast Skills
Bank, said people intersted in working on the air should leam how to
make their own tapes and how to be
audio technicians.
Professional broadcasters were
on hand to offer students hints.
"Sometimes it pays to be mobile if you want to climb up the ladder," said Monica Logan. Music Director and announcer for KBLX
radio station in Berkeley.
"If you want to be on the air,
you have to be able to annunciate...
she said.
Logan shared with students
how to prepare themselves to be announcers for a radio station. how the
ratings systems works. and how she
spends an average day at the radio
station.
Logan admitted there are benefits to the job.
"I enjoy meeting the celebreties. It’s nice to know they’re people
just like you and me."
Maria
Asuncion
Guerrero,
KBRG radio announcer said "I encourage you to learn to learn how to

Maria Asuncion Guerrero,
ABM; ’gulf,’ (osmium er
speak another language."
Guerrero is one of the two
Spanish-speaking women for the
radio station.
Asuncion Guerrero is a traffic
reporter for the station, but also does
some emergency reporting for unusual events. such as the Los Angeles earthquake. and fire stories.
She also works as a disc jockey tOr
the station and does interviews M oh
special guests.
KBRG is a Spanish radio station in Fremont that serves the community 24 hours a day.

Carlton learns to live with animals
SACRAMENTO (AP) -- Carlton, a wallaroo joey thrown from his
snug pouch when his runaway
mother was killed by a truck, is
learning he’s really an animal with the help of Mr. Bun.
Carlton. now 10 months old,
has been raised by three zoo keepers
since his mother’s death last February. Now the I3 -pound, gray joey
is back at the Sacramento Zoo and
being introduced gradually to other
animals.
His new companion in a
fenced -off enclosure adjoining the
regular wallaroo area is a black -and -

Ong another young wallaroo in with
him. but "wallaroos are so highstrung and flighty." Wilson said.
Mr. Bun. by contrast, is so mellow
he doesn’t mind if Carlton steps on
him with his foot -long walkout) feet.
Carlton and the mo’s other
eight wallaroos can sniff each other
through the fence now and get used
to each other. In a few weeks. keepers will probably cut a hole in the
fence so Carlton can join the others .
but can retreat to his enclosure. Wilson said. In about a month. the fence
will he taken down and he will mingle with the other wallaroos.

State
News

white Dutch rabbit named Mr. Bun,
after a stuffed bunny in the "Calvin
and Hobbes" comic strip.
"What we’re trying to do is get
him to stop focusing on humans and
focus on an animal," keeper Dinah
Wilson said Thursday.
The keepers thought about put -

SpartaGuide
A brief look at campus events

The Pre-Med Student Assocition will feature Dr. Robert Latta,
who will speak on general medical
practices at I:30 today in Duncan

For the Record
The Spartan Daily IA
committed to accuracy. Any
significant error brought to an
editor’s attention will be corrected.
If you notice something
which you know S incorrect.
please write to the Spartan
Daily. San Jose State University. One Washington Square.
San Jose. CA 95 /92.

Serving tle San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)

The School of Engineering will
hold an infiwmational meeting regarding the deadline extension for
change of major petitions at 2 p.m.
today in the, Engineering Building,
Room 326. Call Robert Romig at
277-2475 for information.
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A drunken non -student assaulted a University Police officer
Wednesday afternoon at Third and
San Fernando streets. The man had
been interfering with paramedics
who were attending to an injurred
person.
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A bicycle worth $600 was
len Oct. I from the eighth floor ot
Joe West Hall
A vehicle bra N alued at $70 was
taken Oct. 2 from a car at the permit
parking lot No. 6 near the residence
halls.

’Three teen-agers were taken
into custody when they were spotted
at a bicycle rack near Seventh Street
with boltcutters. Officers confiscated the both:utters and called the
juveniles’ parents.

Biota.

Reran norm.

A man was arrested for disturbing the peace and possession of a
deady weapon after he attacked sev
eral people along I th Street.

Three men were arrested Saturday at I a.m. for trespassing at the
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is fully accredited by the American
of Collegiate Schools of Business.
Career opportunities for our
graduates are excellent.
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SACRAMENTO (AN -- California health officials said Thursday they are distributing $7.6 million
in federal funds to the counties to help pay the cost of
the anti -AIDS drug AZT.
The City and County of San Francisco is receiving the largest single grant, $2.73 million.
The funds, part of a $30 !Billion nationwide program announced earlier this year, provide money for
low-income AIDS patients to receive AZT. or azidiothymidine. which the federal Food and Drug Administration has approved for public use.
AZT, which state and federal health experts say
is not a cure for AIDS but helps prolong life and
fights off the effects of the disease. is the only anti AIDS drug approved by the FDA.
AZT treatments cost about $111.0011 per year per
patient. according to Ken Ki/er, dilector of the state
Department of Health Services. Ile said the money
will be used to help patients who have had the drug
prescribed by doctors.
To qualify for the funds. a single AIDS patient
must eam less than SI 1,0(X) annually before taxes.
People covered by health insurance or Medi-Cal
would not be eligible.
Medi-Cal has been approved for AZT coverage
since March.

A horror film for
people who don’t
like horror films...
It’s so well made!’
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Anti -AIDS drug gets funds
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C. (AP) - The board of the
FORT M11.1 .
PTI. ministry. including PTI. C’hairman Jerry. Falwell. resirned Thursday. Falwell said lie feared defrocked minister Jim Bakker could return. making the
ministry the greatest scab and cancer on the face of
Christianity Ill 2.00ir ears. ’ ’
The resignations M ere prompted by a court rulPTI.s creditors and coning Wednesday. that :dims
tributors to file a competing plan for reorgani/ing the
ministry. which is plagued by more than $60 million
in debt.
Bakker, in a news conference at his mountaintop
retreat near Gatlinburg. Tenn.. said he would retum
to the ministry if invited to do so by its creditors. Bakker said he thought Falwell was resigning to avoid
testifying under oath in bankruptcy court.
Falwell, who has his own ministry based in
Lynchburg. ’a , said PTI.’s main television pro-

rota, dams,.
N
Watins

Campus Crimes

Ihrhleahed dad,

.noroattoon hes.

S1MC

The Newnian Center will hold
worship and mass at 6:30 p.m. and 8
p.m. Sunday in the chapel at 300 S.
10th St. Call Father Bob Leger at
298-0204 for information.

Resignations plague PTI,

The theatre arts department will
The A.S. Program Board and
have guest lecturer Neil Freenian the Health Center are sponsoring
present a special Shakespeare text AIDS Awareness Week featuring
analysis from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. various programs throughout the
today in Hugh Gillis Hall, Studio week front Oct. 13 to 15. Call Dan
Theatre. Call Allaire at 277-2763 for Tattersfield at 277-2807 for informa
i nionnation.
tion.

Mcnihet ool ( ditto..., Yea spaper truhInhet.,
. moire and iho.

will hold its weekly worship service
at 10:45 a.m. Sunday in the chapel at
300 S. 10th St. Call Norb Firnhaber
at 298-0204 for information.

I ( tS AN(
AI’)
Presidential hopeful
Jesse Jackson said Thurs(1.1 he saw nothing %%long in
his commercially endorsing a chain of business
schixtls, but would consult his lawyers and federal officials to determine if he should continue his
relationship with the company.
Jackson. set to declare his candidacy for the
Democratic presidential nomination on Saturday, declined to say how much he had been paid to appear in
newspaper, radio and television ads tor Allied Education Corp.
The first print ads for the 22 -school chain appeared Sunday, and radio and television ads will
begin airing in a few weeks.
"We intend to comply with the letter and the
spirit of the km,- Jackson told reporters upon arriving in Los Angeles.
In one newspaper ad for Barclay. Career School,
Jackson is pictured with the message: "I want you to
be somebody, and you can if you try . .Pick up that
phone and call now.’’
"It is not inconsistent with the consulting work
that we have been doing" in support of education and
family values, Jackson said.
Jackson, appearing at an airport news conference, was asked if he had seen Thursday’s "Doonesbury" cartoon, in which the Ron Headrest character
suggests Jackson engages in "womani/ing.’
"No comment." Jackson replied, ending the
news conference.
Roger Williams, director of operations for Allied. said attorneys for the Costa Mesa -based company saw nothing v.Tong with using Jackson as a
spokesman. Any demands by other candidates for
equal time would have to he made to broadcasting stations that carry the ads. Williams said.

grani, the "Pit Club," will remain on the air at least
three weeks, but the payroll at the "Heritage USA"
theme park will not be paid Friday.
"1 hope the successor will pay them; he said.
.?00 workers to stay on. alFalwell asked
though it was not immediately clear who would take
control.
Falwell said members ot the PTL’s board were
willing to fight Bakker. but tiny. Wing to fight the
courts. And he predicted Thursday that within six
months, "barring a miracle of God," Bakker would
resume control ot the evangelical empire he turned
over to Falwell in March amid a sex -and -money scandal.
Harry Hargrave, who resigned as chief operating
officer. said PTI. employees who earn the least will
be paid first. He predicted that by Tuesday all would
be paid for the past two weeks’ v.ork
Bakker called the resirnations a "v.holesale
walkout" and said he helieed Liken %vas steppring
down because he didn’t want to face Bakker attorgey
Melvin Belli in bankruptcy court.
"If they tell the truth they will have to reveal that
they plotted to steal PM.’ said Bakker.
Asked if Bakker has v,ani the fight over the niinistry.
said. ’No. The Christian family has lost
the war. ’
"We want to help in any way to restore our
haby. Bakker said He said SITI
itation for hint to
return had to come from PTI. creditors
Bakker turned the ministry. over to Falwell last
March 19 after it was revealed that he had paid $265,(XX) to cover up a sexual encounter with church secretary Jessica Hahn. Bakker later said he never expected Falwell to permanently take over the niinistry.

I ahl000noa

los,

Scroarl darn prntage paid .ot

Hall, Room 249. Call Paul Matsumoto at 226-7885 for information.

The Acting and Role-playing
The C’onuttunity Committee tot
Association will present a surrealis- International Students will hold Eng
tic drama from 7 to 10:30 p.m. today lish conversation groups to improw
in Sweeney Hall, Room 100. Call the English language. See the sated
M. Herron at 297-3293 for informa- ule in Administration Builifin,
tion.
Room 222 or call Muriel at
4575 for information.
The Lutheran Campus Ministry
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Spartans host New Mexico St. Volleyball team
Perez ’not worried’ about reunion with ‘Sackman’ Campbell
iy Brent 1insworth
Daily slip writer
Joe Campbell hasii t seen Mike
Pere/ in almost a seal Ile lost
touch, (bitted apart aiii.I t I I to
But tiatta this .
maintain ci intact
Slate toothall
when the Ness \ les
team visits Spartan Stadium to ta,c
SJSU. a reunion of sort w ill take

Football
place
Campbell, a defensive end and
the Aggies designated "Saek man.’
won’t be kissing cheeks in shaking
hands with the SJSI. quarterback
The two are not old pals that go
No, Campbell’s embia,...
hark
hould ht. bit tighter than that oi
long lost telatiYe
hi his last meeting with Pete,
which came in the Spartans’
whitewashing ot NIXISF last sca.on
in Las Cruees. N.N1 . Campbell
blindsided l’eie/ and dislocated hi.
shoulder. pie iniury kept Pyle/ in
101 lk,
sling on the ,11.1...111l,
I I
"YOU Call ICH ht..... 011l lot the
sack on eyeix play . Pere/ said
"All he does is run up field. that’s
all he’s going tor.’
Regardless of Campbell’s allout pursuit. Pere, isn’t wooled
about a replay of last years collision.
"He’s going against Mike (Barnard). so 1 feel eimitortable." Pere/
said "1 hay e great confidence in our
offensixe line I don’t think Campbell will get to ine."
Pere’’, 1.010 is expected to start
after suffering shoulder pains last
week. is ha, k and read% to iesume
tlie national total
his torrid assault
()flew,. record. Campbell.
saak.
bask too and
.

meaner than ever
"He likes to wreak haw,. on
quarterbacks," said NMSU head
coach Mike Knoll " fle’s got a pretty good success late. too. RC’S OW
most prodnoise defensive player.
N11110111 quest ion."
Campbell isn’t the only Aggie
defender off to a good start. His
squad leads the Pacific Coast Ath
lett, \
iat ion in total defense
091 y aids pei garnet. one notch

. We’ll find out just how good
out defense is on Saturday alternoon.’’ he said. ’’When you get
the opportunity. to play one of the
best offensise teams in the nation,
you hope your team can rise to the
challenge."
Productivity is an dusts(’ phenomenon for Knoll’s stumbling oftens’s,: troops. While chalking respectable chunks of yardage each
game tinostlx throne,’ the air’.

’You can tell (Joe
Campbell) is out for
the sack on every
play. All he does is
run up field.’
-- Mike Perez,
SISU quarterback

aboxe S.ISI in rustling and passing
defense. it tanks second and third.
respect’s. i.1
Knoll said new talent and a
shuttled lineup haw. led to a renewed .iimpenti enc.,. "We nude
a lot 01 oft season x flanges that have
panned out %%ell.- Knoll said. "Vv’e
because we
had to make
woe terrible last year We were
COITeCl
foiced to take IIICaSUICS
11111

sealeasoing to S.ISt
.16 points and 508 yards
son hiells
against Cal State Fullerton. said this
week will he hi, deten,es greatest

NNISC is last in thi..ainterenue
ing race with a 14) ; aerage.
Quarterback Phil Vinson leads
the offensive attack. The 6 -toot ;
sophomore is second in the conference’s total onense statistics behind
Pere/. but he lacks ihe experience
and accuracy to make his unit click
effectively. Last week in a 23-7 loss
to Pacific. he threw tour interceptions. The team had nine turnovers
overall.
"You can’t have nine turnovers
and beat sometxidy." Knoll said.
"We’ve done more to stop ourselves
than our opponents !lase We attrib-

ute that to a lack of experience.
mostly. We have an awfully young
lealliK-noll starts four freshman, in
eluding his OHM! fCCCRIllg corps
Tight end Voddie Baucham. a 6
firot-10 high jumper in high school.
is the team’s leading receiver (18
catches). Micro -tiny 1A’ILICOUtS I.art\
Harriston (150 pounds) and Al\ in
Warren (170 pounds) may be small
targets. but they are quick tri find
openings with their speed.
On defense. Campbell is the
uncontested star, hut fellow lineman
Mike Williams and (laity man Jim
Miller also demand attention.
Miller. a three-year starter at quarterback before being shifted to free
saletx this year, is driven partially by
resenee.
"He’s hoping to deal out some
tsialidthe shots he took last year." Knoll
Unlike games with Stanford,
Cal and Fresno State. Saturday ’s
matchup doesn’t possess a i id] ri
valry dating back decades. SJSt ’
34) against the Aggies. That. coin
billed with NMSU’s v,iiiipy football
reputation, could actual’ x spell Iron
ble for Gilbert’s crew. kind of like
Oregon State three iw cek, ago.
"Those kinds of teams can be
very dangerous," Gilbert said "If
they decide to rise up and sti Ike.
they Call upset you. That’s w lix you
have to be psychologically prepared
to face a team like this.
"Vv’e weren’t in the right state
of mind at Oregon State. I think out
players reali/e that We learned a 1:1.1.
son up there. They know ex ery game
is equally important. We leanied e
good lesson and we don’t need to
learn another.’

defeats Bulldogs
Ily !lolly Olsen
Daily stall writer
The SJSI.’ wileyball team
has finally picked up t lllll nentum
with a win against Fresno State
Wednesday after disheartening
losses to Cal State -Long Beach
Saturday and Stanford Tuesday.
Wednesday night’s victors,

Volleyball
against Fit:Nth, State o. as not easy
lO COMC 1,N ,ince the team had to

ti,o el three hours after attending
class all morning. They were still
iecoering from that embarassing
loss the night before.
"Playing three matches a
week doesn’t allow us time to
breathe." said SJSU volleyball
coach Ifick Montgomery said.
"It makes playing difficult. The Spartans won the first
’,aloe against the Bulldogs 15-8.
lost the second game to
State 15-11. before taking
inial two games 15-7 and 15’
" [’here were moments when
ss e were back to our old selves,"
\lontgoinery
said.
"Our
movement and intensity improved over the match against
Stanford."
Montgomery said earlier this
week that he anticipated the Bull do.;.!. would play better in their
01%11 pm than the last time the
tw teams met on Sept. 18.
"fiestio played a lot better
ibis tone.- Montogomery said.
,A11,, also felt the play of the Spartans’ defense was the key to the

*We played much better de
fensively than we have ill
awhile," Montgomery said.
Higgins
Barbara
Senior
played an outstanding match on
Higdefense.
both offense and
gins downed 30 kills and contributed with 13 digs. Seni(w Danielle Spier led the team with 16
digs tor the match.
Montgomery felt that prior
to the Fresno State match. he had
not been following the philosophy he had earlier in the season
that "all I 1 players make the
team and they all have to he utiIiied.’’
"I wanted everyone to have
a reasonable amount of playing
time," Montgomery said. "So I
experimented with different plays
and incorporated more of the
freshmen."
SJSU’s two losses nuived
them down the rankings from
10th to 13th in the NCAA.
"We still need to be more
consistent on both offense and defense,’ Montgomery said. "We
had 16 total service errors against
Fresno.
"We’ve got to he a blue-collar team. get int() the trenches and
dig,’ Montgomery said. ’’That’s
going to be tough for us since
these
are
not
blue-collar
women."
The Spartans have nearly a
week to rest up for their next
home match on Tuesday against
Cal Poly. SJSU beat the Mustangs (ranked 20th in the NCAA
polls) in San 1.uis Obispo Sept.
15

111,M=M

Dickinson’s goal gives SJSU tie with Cal,
tough four-game road trip starts Sunday
By Richard Motroni
Daily staff writer
The Spartan soccer squad.
which faced tough times in the past.
begins a two week road trip that %kilt
take them into some Olean territoix.
Santa Fiarhaia.
I ’NI \ and

Soccer
Fullerton State
The first part ot the road nip
began Wednesday. at Memo, ial Sta
dium in Berkeley.
Although the Spartans didn’t
come away totally satisfied with a
1- I tie, they were still pleased.
"No one is entirely happy v( ith
a tie. but at the same titne I’m not
displeased... said SJSU soccer coach
Julius Aleriende/. "I thought out
guys played a good game as well as
any othet "
While playing a soccer game on
the road is tough. SJSU had all
added hinderance in playing at C.11
"Cal’s Memorial Stadium t
an astroturf surface, which is a pi
lem for us.’ ’ Menencle, said
cause there are no holes 011 astrortio
like there is on pass. the roll of Ow
hall will he true. If a back ki.k.
ball to the left side, it will
nably go left. because there atc
bumps to alter it’s direction.
Unlike some whet astroturf sui

alld
liCillS.

011CIISC

%%OWL!

game.
Spartan backsi.ailidada.11aker and
Ilen
plased brilliantly togethei on a defense designed by Menende/.
"Cal was able score their goal
by having the striker middle forward) pushing the ball ery quickly
upfield. yx loch somewhat confused
our back, and left a few holes
open." Menendei said.
"I decided to have Baker and
Picchi. who are some of our lastest
players. key directly on the striker
hope Or controlling the middle."
With the Spartan defense controlling the middle. the Bears’ oftense became extinct.
Mitiough Cal did have 16 shots
on goal. Spartan goalie Nelson was
mole than ready by making 11
sae.
offense was sers slug-ish
the
sists moods, of the

-

Julius Menendez.
SJ.Sil soccer coach

,k,11,1012.
laces that are as Imo!
Cal turf has an extremely sott lex
ture.
"It’s a very spongy surface.
which some of our players had a
very difficult time getting a feeling
for." Menende/ said
The Spartans’ uneasiness in ad
justing to the turf. became most
dent with 10:21 played in the
half.
Cal forward Brad Larson broke
through SJSU’s defense and was
able to get the hall past Spartan
goalie Jerry Nelson to give the Bears
a 1-0 lead.
"I’m not saying that it we had
been playing on natural grass, \he
would have the same kinds of proh
lems in the early part of the game...
Menedez said. "It was a simple fact
that Cal is an outstanding soccer
squad, who took advatage when it
came.’
Cal’s
at
enraged
Deeply
"easy’ early goal, the Spartan de

4

HOMECOMING

game. due to asiroturt

etirigmaarifeeItiLg

on th.a.tiltfive’lad..":emiriddtgieclidi

said. "Worse is falling down. because you can get nasty scabs like I
did.’
laird wasn’t the only offensive
player who had problems.
"I believe that this is the first
tinfe Ingi Ingason and Jon Rangarsson ever played on turf. because they
are both from Iceland," Meneridei
said. "They got tired near the end ot
the game. which hurt our offense a
hit...
Yet. Rangarsson would make a
big contribution for the Spartans in
the second half.
Rangarsson passed to an open
John Dickinson on the right side. at
the edge of the penalty box. just is)
yards from the goal. Dickinson
kicked such a perfect shot int() the
left had conier goal, that Bear goalie
Matt Simi didn’t even attempt to put
up his hands in all attempt to block

Attention State Students

Special
Student
Pricing
on Most
Items!

GET REAL SAVINGS ON:
STEREOS, TVS VCRS
* CAR STEREOS & INSTALLATIONS
PHONES & ANSWERING MACHINES
* PERSONAL STEREOS & MORE’

BLAUPUNKT

01sTKYO
Panasonic

wt.

THEWS?

The Spartan’s overall record is
3-4-3, and they will play at Santa
Barbara this Sunday.

KICKOFF 1 :30 P.M.
vs. New Mexico State
Tailgate parties start @ 9: 30 AM
(LIVE BANDS)
Free mini football with this AD. Limit
one football per person SJSU
ticket office only.
Tickets Available at Athletic Ticket
Office & A.S. Business Office in the
Student Union.

AT

SPARTAN

lieisman Trophy Candidate
Mike Pere,

FOR ALL TICKET
INFORMATION
Group/Corporate
Faculty/Staff
Students/Alumni
Rates

STADIUM

Join the
Watkins -Johnson Team

infinky.

SHARP.
OPIONEEJIT

AM -FM STEREO

’49

Factory Returbs
Inc. Warranty

1262 S. Bascom Ave.
nOrth Of Hannon)
10-6 Fri 10-8
Sat 10-6 Sun 11-6

288-8444

100.. FInancing

CALIFORNIA
SHINGLE & SHAKE CO.
WE RECOMMEND LICENSED
ROOFING CONTRACTORS
*Residential Commerical
@ Roof Top Defivery
*Tile Rooting
Reroofing & New
Cerier Shakes Shingles
Complete ine ot
insuiation Materials
Composition Rooting
? Wholesale Retail
’All Type Roofing Tools-Come See Our Display Room
Everything You Need With 24 hr Delivery Service in Most Cases
*Quality Service tor Over 26 Years

(408) 289-’1800
We Accent

Yet, confusion among the Spar
fan players let the clock ran out and
the game went into oertime.
Neither team could score in two
oxertimes and the game ended in
tie 1- 1.

Sat. Oct. 10th

ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICINGI
Push Button Tuning
Auto Replay

se-

Tied I -I. the Spartan, had a
golden opportunity’ to win the game
With la seconds lert to play in the
game. the Spartans had a nee kick
iust a few yards outside ot I/1C ND
alty box.

pArrsuessm

_AY175EI ISIII R

‘NIo one is entirely
happy with a tie. but
at the same time I’m
not displeased.’

li1C

tor the re,t ot the

IBIL011

Open 7 AM to 5 PM
Sat 8 AM lo 12 Noon
1025 Stockton Ave
San Jose. Calif

& takes an all-star team to build an all-star company.
and Watkins -Johnson has one of the most impressne
rosters around Our winning gameplan is executed by talent from some of the nahon’s finest schools. who’ve
joined together to develop leading -edge microwave systems and components for defense. communicanons and
commercial applicahons
Collective brainstorming and interdisciplinary interaction
has always been Watkins -Johnson’s formula for success
In 1986 alone, it enabled us to add 145 new items to our
producl hne. and watch sales figures nse to more than
S255 million (104u over 19851,
Team spirit has its advantages. From day one. you’ll be
an active contributor to key projects Plus. by gaining exposure to many areas of operations. mull be able to
leam faster and assume responsibility sooner
If you hate an excellent academic record and are graduahng with a BS. MS. or PhD in one of the following disciplines, our winning strategy could be for you VVe have
openings within our Palo Alto, San Jose. Santa Barbara,
Scotts Valley CA. Gaithersburg or Columbia, MD tacit/hes

Disciplines:
EE IT

On-Campus
Interview Date:
Friday
October 16
Please contact your Placement Center or phone Mike
Anna, Watkins -Johnson Company, 3333 Hilhgeni Avenue.
Palo Alta CA 943(34, (415) 493-4141. Ext 2114 An equal
opportunity employer m/f/h/v US Citizenship is required

WAIKINS JOI.INSON
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Local News

General News

President Gail Fullerton announced that she
would like to replace the current university fountain
at her news conference Tuesday. The new fountain
would have gravel in the center with water falling
down the sides.
She said that she had seen a fountain in Washington. D.C. which she had liked and thought
would be appropriate because it could not he used as
a wading pool by children.
The current fountain has been drained of water
because of problems with the filtering system and
also because of the liability problems associated
with people using the fituntain as a swimming pool.
Fullerton has said she has already discussed the
possiblity of constructing a new fountain with Associated Students President Michael McLennan and
Executive Vice President Handel Evans.

President Reagan declared Southern California
a major disaster area Wednesday which will allow
residents to apply for grants and low -interest loans
to help repair their homes and businesses.
Southern California officials were still adding
up the damage caused by the Oct. 1 earthquake
which measured 6. 1
the Richter scale and its several aftershocks. The quake and. aftershocks killed
seven people and damaged more than 10,6(k) buildings.
The intial estimates were conservatively
guessed at $125 ntillion, but that estimate will increase as figures front the aftershocks continue to
come in, said Cindy Kawano of the state Office of
F.mergency Services.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Great job opportunity for returning students Part time job seekers etc earn top dollar doing telemarketing for No Calif largest

lith St , 286-0348. Need ride? We
ere Christ centered Bible MI.,
Ins end people loving
Bible
cities.

Sunday

al

9 30 A M .
Tuesday at 7 30 P M Sunday
Worship at 10 A M & 6 P M.Dorm
BIM tudles

id

MIL WAR re-enacting is Iltir exciting
wry to learn HISTORY mind meet
people with your interests, Ceii

newspaper

Flexible hours for
people, Nil hifts. Call
todey 370-9096,i’
flexible

CAREER OPPORTUNITY!. Start your
own multi II. Insure.. agenc-y
Up to S30,000 guarani.. Complete training program st no cost
to you with maior company Call
today 371-4663
HANDYMAN FOR APIS nr .mpus
Must krrow repair plumbing S7 hr
part lime Don-245-8641

limy et 353-4881 for Into
INTERESTED NS LEARNING A FOR

ate

CON LANGUAGE? Int oo
In
teeming GREEK? Natl. Instructoes ore reedy to guide you to
teeming modern Gr.lt In sn easy
& Moyeble manner Closure ore
laming now, So
t delay to

;ET

call. 243-0507 or eves only 294
9748 Reasonable rotes. pleasant
atmosphere GREEK FOLK DANCING class. are MO evellable.
STUDENT DENTAL.OP71CAL PLAN.
Enroll now! M. your teeth. eyes
end man. too. For information
A.S office or
..1 br.hure
caN (408) 371-6811.
GUIDANCE isn I it time
you got dom to the business of
your I. purpose? Mem.. Camerawork
Asetissments
Since
1970 Carol Willis. M A , 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE
RZ350

Perfect cond

easy perking et SJSU. grl mpg
Neve mg helmet tle downs Inc’
9854658
S1800 Mtn,

ns-362o,

110 PHOENIX, sc,crut. new ...Mt.
tem. one ownef, itte werrenty
muffler alignment. 11390 Cali 277.
2842,21561346

COMPUTERS
PC-COMI, Compote. & Accesorles,
404 S 3rd St , $11. (401) 295-1606
bfracti from crnpus Network
S195 IBM AT compatible S1.095
IR $525 Printer P10801 S179
6%
Hard disk, modem, mou.
Comor? for Oudents with I D
Accessories 404 S THIRD
puter
ST , San Joint (406 725-18,16

FOR SALE
RIM

SELECTRIC

non-correctable
Good condition, S145 Cali 26744.

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
h. b.. SAN JOSE institution
fOr 15 wars College-leval students of history. minks’ science.
Bleck. Asten and Chicano studies. social mai, worn., stud lee, labor Mtory. and atomism &
...Nem should come in and
browse We Ma hew, In English
ttenelefion. Soy. terittbooks in
the social sciences We carry
both new end used bootie in the
abow Mkt. as well as fiction, poMy, children’s, mysterlee, end
much mons Posters, records &
periodlcate - and the Juan Ch.
cc. Oefiery feetteing political.
third world, and women’. art
BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
S First St . Son Jose. W4,630, (3 blocks eouth of 021101

HELP WANTED
IICKIKKEEPORS.
ACCOUNTANTS,
CLERKS! Earn money WM developing an Impressive teem.
ffirough lob experNnce Pert tam
& MI time poefr1orm ACCOUNTANTS ON CALL. 21135 N Ist St ,
S.J. 432-KOS.
ACCOUNT EX 1,2 blk inn SJSU Wrk
Men Mews. Create lob bkgrnd
to be proud of. Must be credal.,
egreestve, personable. prolesMenai. 116-011127
ACTVISTIll MAKE PIP Melte a difference. regieaar DEMOCRATS to
woks FuN tknopert time Cad 243MACK TO SCHOOLIttfillfififillffilfil
Seek le Wort 1,11M/1111111filffilfillff

4

HIRING’ Government lobs your area
$15.000-$138.000 Call (602) 831)6885, est 4250
NONE V’

NONE V’

NONE V’

Telemark. y.r way to lots of it
if your embitlous. self-motivated
e nd like people, call us On the lob
training inmediste openings In
our Mount, comfortable Camp
office Full and Pert time Call
370-9090
MAJOR CRUISE LINES now hiring’

vocanomm_

’116 YAMAHA

HELP NEEDED. Counter pers. for
Espresso Bar near campus, 185
Park Ave , San Jose. Sults 179.
call 993-9433 7AM-5PM

Sitiaries to WOK Custom.. wry
ice. cruise directors. mechanics
kitchen help & entry WM Call
NOW 1-518-459-3734FM
0404
24hrs
PART AND FULL THAE RETAIL HELP,
National tIrm now h. immediate
openings’ Shirting pay rote is
$10, No experience is needed bemu. of our Intensive on the frat
training program Good meth find
reading skills are plus Some
evening nd weekend posalc.
are avaliable and some flexibility
it allowed during final stems In
addition. If you quality. corporst
scholarships ere mord., internships ere possIbte. end you may
*am 2,3.4 credits per wart. or
During your winter,
semester
spring and .pecially summer
breaks. full Me work Is availed.
Cell today for Infomsetion and an
InMnriew. or cell Monday through
Friday betw.n 10 and 3PM. (408)
Is busy.
922-0666 M
plea. be patient and try wain
An equal opportunity company
READERS FOR HIGH SCHOOL es
wys About S6 hr English-iour
nellern max preferred Cali 998,3300, AL HS, ask for Mr Ander
sOn. leave name and numb.
PROCESS
SECURITY OFFICERS
SERVERS Fr PT S 06411 shifts
FT PT evening process .rvers
We wall Min Apply In person M-F
9A14-4PM. 2S0 Weridlen Ave

SJ

286-5880
SECURITY RECEPTION NI shift. ft pt
SS-S6 hr to stert FuN benefits, no
experience needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY.

3212 Scott
Blvd between Clicolt & Sen Tomes Santa Clare Cali 727 9793
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
FT opening for receiving Mat
I yr material hendling ewperienc
valid drivrequired Must have
er, fr.. end be able lo Iffl 60
lbs Call (415)493-1800 445
IMAGE TUBE DIV Me
FT PT opening on wefikend shffl
for an automated equipmmt
etor Result. 1-3 yr F M assembly ciperkince or equiv ’Mt ED in
science. computer knowledge,

VARIN

U S e.t.a
ii445

Cali

415-493-1900

WAITER WAITRESS COOKS

Nom
top MUSS Merle Callender. Is
now hiring for ail hours No eypeMaw mammary WIII train CaN
2867130, 21131 Menden Aye , S J

WEEKENDS Able SE SO to help main. heeler/ physical choll grad
with nwrnIng routine Nurse-Me
*fp C.ell 36114716

HOUSING
STUCK) APARTMENTS 2 intlee North
of campus Owlet securfly
Singlee only 6,116 to S42S Su-

SUNNYVAL E, 2 RMS
In 3
kinn 2be opt 5 min to SJSU FE
MALE ONLY, S200 S240. 7388274
NINTH 280

1 br I be. 1465
.
S250 deposit Off street parking.
Call 224-3939. Agent. 2864840

LOST AND FOUND
LOST 104-67, ANTIOUE RED GAR.
NET NECKLACE Has .ntimental
val. Please call collect (406)
462-6940
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Good Clean Fun
OH. HI, EP HOW DID
DINNER WITH THE
youNG CoNSERvATIVE,
Go TONIGHT?

P

i3t- .
:Art. - 1*....7
14 ..die 1 Li.... .,....--,
.

L

Gene

F I NE I JUST FINE! TONIGHT
I RuBBED aeows Any
1119C CONTitT5 wiTH
FrERI CAS
FuTURE
ELITE,
\
fitarn BOY!
HEH-HEH.

Mahoney

SO
THEY KICKED
’rf3U OUT,
EH?

YEAH

.RY.7As

In554wHome On The Range

Bill Lukas
14A’-

’MIS

THE
WE
HOW MAIM
WILL SPEA3
saiLliONS OF
’Pi 1/
youet
NEAms
FUTURE! ..24\174

tANCAPACA

0

O uallty & test service et extremely
low price Complete aye exam in eluding glaucoma check, complete cont.! lens. service for

v?

V,

family Fashion harms end sun
Was.. by the leading designers
Super thin lenses for high power
Rir Open 7 cloys
week Insurance & Medical are warmly welcome SJSU students & stall always hove 10% off Call for sprit
now., 405 E Sento Clem SI et
9fit. call 995-0448 We speak Vietnamese, Spanish & Chinese.

Classified

NEED CASH FOR COLLEGE, Financlot aid from the privet. sector la
overwhelmingly

PERSONALS
A FEW CHRISTIANS would love to
host an informal Bible study n.r
campus on Monday nights If you
haw dorm room or apartment
nearby, plea. cell 976-2946 or
Stanley or
926-2016
Melvin
Leave message
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!! Unwanted
hair removed lorever ConfklenSal. 335 S baywood Ave., San
Jos*, call 24744813 tor appointment.
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
man Want to establish lasting
relatIonship, Please call Bd. et
296-2308
FUN - EXCITEMENT

Are you female who enatiya this, Y. h. .t, I’m 5’9’ . brown hair. blue
eyes, 144 pounds, sppearence
pleasing Reply to David. 929 Inverness Way, Sunnyvale. CA
94067

HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbet dinners. miles.
films,

outings,
Lunch and L.rn.

Wednesday

discussions,
Israeli dancing, and much more’
For info call HILLEL st 294-8311
I’d like to me. witty. vivacious. altruistic women I’m on occasionally charming, busy 17 yr, old
ens. & grad student. multilingual
& widely ’reveled I’m genuinely
good

Dr

7

104

t131.) WATCH
TOO MUCH

movE

ItEctt. Yrs yet
NAY
TotiactOE
NENE tra oto
OlgtOOMA’.

permarket one block. bus & Ille
rell neerby No pots Mar inter.ction ol 101 680 1058 N ilth St.
295-8641

S

’NEN

IT’S
.11/57
A Dump,

\

Classified
AWAY FROM HOME end you don’t
Wow whets to find
place of
worship?? Consider the CHURCH
OF CHRIST just off campus, 81 N

MX& PISA
OREEMEN7
WM PA’ AftWY

Sheila Neal

Val MAKE A
REITER DOOR
MAN A WIND*
YA’ KNikvi / )

An estimated 70 to 100 refugees were killed
when an overloaded boat overturned on Tuesday
outside the Dominican Republic.
Officials said that a herd of more than 40
sharks were gathered in the area where the boat capsized.
"When I saw the overturned hull, there were
survivors on top of it and swimming next to it. A
few minutes later we could see the sharks attacking
them.- said Luis Rolon Nevarez, civil defense director for Puerto Rico and one of the plane’s passengers.
An otTicial criticized the Dominican army for
not sending helicopters to the site immediately and
for not asking the the U.S. Coast Guard fitr assistance.

Some monkey business was taking place on the
Soviet satellite, Cosmos ’87 which might force the
craft to land earlier than expected.
The spacecraft is carrying animals that will be
used for research at SJSU among other facilities
when it returns to earth.
One of the two rhesus monkeys aboard the satellite has freed one of its arm restraints and is playing with some of the equipment in the monkey module.
"The monkey is pushing buttons in the forward contml section of that module." said Diane
Rausch, Soviet Desk Officer at NASA Headquarters
in Washington, D.C.

MEW
5fKYK "

wiR
,73

ROW, /

Isaac Newt

An engineer who had been arrested for cutting
in line at the Santa Clara amusement park. Great
America. was found innocent of the misdemeanor
charge on Tuesday.
David Jackson, a 32 -year-old Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. employee, had been arrested at
the amusement park on April 18 for jumping into
line.
If convicted, Jackson would have faced up to
six months in jail and a $1.000 fine.
Jackson has now taken steps toward a possible
SI million lawsuit against the city over his arrest.
He said that he will ask for a jury trial.

Campus groups took the Morris Dailey Auditorium stage Tuesday night for the Homecoming variety show. Dance routines and humorous skits displayed the talents of SJSU students.
Audience members had been asked to donate a
can of fitod as an admission ticket to the event.
About 300 cans were collected and they will he donated to the San Jose Food Rank.
The event was put on "mainly fin fun,- but
"It was nice to be able to see the profits go to a good
cause,- 1986 Homecoming King Mitch Dahtxxl
said.

Berke treat
4r ME MOWN,HES HAN,* a

hearteil,

quite
decent
looking & bright 43 motors) I
enjoy risque cony., books. Mod’pliant foreign films & ursine
(spicy),

ietin
music
(lousy
danced I admire those w strong
desire
to
learn create contr.,
show high deg of .nsitivity &
swarming Girlfriend ol 4 yr. & I
seq... I’m starting lo
lik
miffing someone
You re expressive. Ind.? kind ertidlle (un-

nwl.ted
reScholastic Consul.

source
At
tants
have the resources lo
help you tap Into the privet. sector for financial aid No matter
what your greet.’ sr. or what your
income le we wn find financial
eld sources for which you NM
quelled. We guarani. It, Call or
write today for free information on
how you can receive financial aid

rates avallat.
Cell Maureen
(406) 224-0852, gam to &pm

TYPING
ACCOUNTABILITY.

ACKNOWI
EDGEABLE in typing that, tope
trust Tony 296-2087
Thanks
SI 50 per page doulfie spec.

tech.... Clear
(415) 349-4407

explenations

Available sewn days weekly
slick turnaround Ail work guar
wts. Thanks

PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own
phone, Edam with AMVOX 24 hr
messaging service Perfect for
?
& fraternal.
other
comm. Interest groups
for singles CM 993-3711

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every

Great

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS

obi. Student discount Only 12
minutes away Call now to reserve

You’re got this party. we’ve got
the music’ Mk.’ Productions
provides wide variety of music
for your wedding. party. or dance

time before the rush’ (406) 9463862 Pamela Words and More
ABSOLUTELY, WF CAN HELP you w
yr last minute word processing
needs. 24 hr ban around Pick-up

at reasonable rat. Call Desir.
or Phil al 249-W20972-7359
REWARD YOURSELF MTH best EUROPEAN .crel (unadvertised)
hair end skin producis Rs.* boat-

& delivery on campus 259-8794
ABSTRACT WE’RE

NOT, Academic

word procmfing .r speedily
Guaranteed letter gustily sccu
racy Fr. disk storage proofing

nes, end or fundraising opportunity Cali writ* VIKTOR (Independml distributor) el 270-377d. P 0
Bow 9. San Jose. Ca
Sweeney
Mil
211.
through Farley

Ex

perl.ced with .h.I reports.
theses, tran.rlption. and group
prom’s
Pick -Up & Delivery.
GrMM4111 Check, Editing ovall

PROFESSIONAL

Meson.. rotes We re

95013 or
Monday

erfrde-

pendabie.grarmar-expenenced
college grads. so call us with p
percreporls.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN,, Distinctive portraiture

theme

leap

SC1.

ENCE) etc et 251-0449
ACADEMIC

AND
PROFESSIONAL
sword processtng Years of import wee serving SJSU Waxily end
students HP lawrjet output All
work guar.le. Minute. trom

wtth sensitive touch A variety
of plans to choo. from all reasonably priced BY APPOINT
WENT (408)259-5941

Word Processing Th... pepen, resum. and dissertations
Ail of your business or ...fir

AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED United

AAAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.

rnuttfverlat

end

Prohasionet

needs Serving Evergreen. SSJ &
few minutes from SJSU Student

2744. Santa Clam, Ca 95055 Or
phone 243-3964
NEED STATISTICAL HELP, 2BS Rewsrch Associat. will Input analyse, end interpret y.r data Unl-

ACCURACY ASSURED

TRAVEL
Bonus Tr.. tickets. W.tern
extra tickets or otherd Will pay up
to S350 each (cash) Call (916/
739-0736 or (800)648-1661

from the private sector Write
Scholastic Consultants. P 0 Sod

varlets

dependable service al AFFORDABLE RATES., Cali Pam at 247215111 (SANTA CLARA) Further

campus, call PJ at 923-2309
YOU THOUGHT ABOUT FL YING, Get
Myst. pilots tic... eppror
S55 hr. S1500 total For more info
call Mark 37146071v messade

wring. with referral discounts,
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
Ali types of papers ell lengths
81 60 page, doulf4-sposed !Wine
and spelling. St 85 page. typing
and Nil proofreading Campbell
area-local pick -up end delivery
866-69130

APA FORMAT. term paper. thesis welcomed 10 y.ra typing word pro-

.W01481310
UCID ENTERPRISES
studmt wilting asaistence. edit
Min
’typing
Ins. word processing

cessing experience. kilter guitar/
printing Very competitive rates
end fast turn around availed.
Students mei. disc.nt Access Data, 281-4942 - ask for Te-

Woe from BC/1001 Ptck-up lind deGlue Your Proem that
proteselonal touch Cali today to
251-4865
news". y011r time

resa
TERESA
HILL SANTA
sr. Fast, quality typing sncl
word pr.essing of your resume,
scedernic or butanes. needs

BLOSSOM

Available
week

.ven

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN pep. typed
hist, L et me help! S2 pg, dbi sp
Resume am SS pg I’m on camp. .11 day Tu. & Thurs & early

days

in on Mon Wed Frl for easy p u
and del -I onty type in the evenings Call MARCIE at 978-1174
(iv maw CM My rnischl.)

365-1012

CALL LINDA TODAY. Awed the nmh,
R.erw nowt Ira your WM papers. group projects. thesee. etc
Profession. word processing.
tr. disk store. Gulick return, aN
work guars... Cassette tr011-

PROCESSING TO PERFECTION Just
tell me whet how and Men end
I II do the rest I rn gust.. sec
rotary, I con process sny words
you want In any formal or style
For prompt and efeclent results.

acription
available
Alinedera
Branham er. 7 days week 7644504

cell Pam et 225-S025 (N rnssg on
WORD PROCESSING
Theels sp.ialists Al. term pa(WC manuscripts, .reenplays,
resumes, repentive letters. Imo
scrfration Free SPELCHEK, copy
edtt, disc storage Quick turn-

ENTFRPRiSE

meta. It no ens)
PROCESS IT WRITE, Faculty end she
dente can risly on ccurate
timely production of .wsletters
reports, resumes. publications.
correspondence.
manuscripts.
etc Will old in grammar spellingpuncluetl. For prompt. 7 day
leafs mes.ge for
rePOnes.

or.nd Santa Clan 246-5125
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY fof your
academic. bus..., iegal word
processing needs Tenn pesors.
reports. resumes. cowr letters,

Free
disk
storage
SI 25 page double spaced typing
Tenn paper, reports cover let
tem. theses. etc Cell Fen et 771)2152
PROF ES
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAi TYPiNG & bust.. SM.
near unt
vices Fast reasonable
versity Cal, (408,792 4047
TFRIA
PANFRSFIT SUMS,’
Need
hetp, CDs S
S " Group protects. tournals. essays. mIst
ports Fr. spelling check I eft.
gustily printers
Resumes ,
cover Mere tor i988 summer in
ternships and all lob career opCompetitive rat.
portunities
Also offer typing and WP trlaninp
individual Instruction with overland. 1.010,

735-8845 ISM

Sunnyvale
RATES
Sento Clam area Call Patti at 246
5633 and Nays message

TYPING.

REASONABI F

WORD EXPERTISE Word processing’
thesis dissertation menuatrIpt
Spenish Cell
French
English
371-8220
WORD PROCESSING’ Students. in.
strutters. mall bust.. TVIT
papers. theses resumes. manuals. dieser-tat.. rnass
spell check. etc
R.sonble
rates Call K & R DESKTOP SE RV
ICES al 274-7562 Snit. pick up
A delivery
WORD PROCFSS1NG students and
faculty Convenient location off i
780 & I eigh S1 standard double
spore page Cali 1 inds at 99F
0764

Per.. et (408) 780-1671
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Awareness: Week focuses on AIDS

Cymbalized

/trona mist /

Drimimei Jot. Villeins keeps the beat for the
Broadcasters. a band which plays a balanced
blend of rock and jazz. at an afternoon concert in

Lottery
From page /
the center’s request.
"A lot of proposals divIn’t even
get a second glam:e. lict said
But. he added Mat lie %souk’
have liked to see the hoard (It dire,
tors and program hoard receive mole
funds.
Among the \ S pogroms that
a
were denied lotierv t unding
SI 7.500 request for a I /istinguished
Visiting Scholars Artists homati,
Also ICiedCd Nits ,i ,5,111N) pio
posal [iv Larris-ee tor paid student
internships at the Sall
1),1%
Nurser.
I\ !embers from the tumid of di
rectors and program hoard expressed
the possibility that Fullerton did not
recognize
S as a relev-ant organizat
However. I
Buerger
ev
ecittise assistant t
president and

Cheating
paK, I
would be vIrov.ned ith Las,:
-.aid
Helmer Nielson. of the Financial and
Student Affairs committee and author of the pill
.
"
instructor who catches a
student cheating red-handed. has adequate es idence.- Nielson said
The polic has been designed to
bring gre.iter conformity among teachers ,A
are faced v.ith a student in
then s hissidom cheating. said Peter
Bu/atiski .1 titian, tal and Student
Att.’’’. ( ’t,rittittneg member
tttt
’ \\ (. 11.1e ’fist, [toot,
jo thi.m h -.indent (alight , th.
-

4///t../

Dan weeney
y sta p otograp
the Student nion inphitheatre. Neiheius’ f
lion is to keep his fellow band members, Terry
Matt (guitar and Mick Martin ibass in sync.

’The president
takes the
recommendations
and works them out
based on available
information.’
Dan Buerger,
executive assistant
to President Gail Fullerton
Mc president’s iepiesentatise to the
said that
\ S hoard ot diteuors
ikerlund’s statt makes recommendations to the president about which
requests to appiose
" I he piesident takes the rev
ommendations and woiks them out
based on available intoi illation.- he
haVe
Ot St.i1001. Alld then
structors who would rather let the in
cident go... Nielson said.
In the past. cheating has alss
been handeled on an nabs ’dual
basis. Nielson said.
"I don’t think that there is ming
If a problem ss ith students cheating
than before. hut vs hen there’’,
nore people (at SJSI. ). thert!’s 110111.:
o he more cheating... Hu/iinsk
said.
Howesei . Nielson said that he
hinks cheating is more prevalent
odas because students compete
more for grades these days.
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Valoi
hum I vv lie a letter to J.lepartments
that ieJ.ei ed ammo\ al or funds ot
tering program hoard services
promote events
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Panhellenic welcomes ALPHA OMICRON PI’
Our newest sorority at SJSU

’We tried to get a
cross section of
faculty members to
tell us how they
perceive the
problems AIDS
presents.’

On Tuesday. there will be two
lectures. The first, at 10:30 a.m. in
the Health Building, is called Eniotional Support For People With
AIDS." Then at noon, also in the
Health Building. will be "AIDS In
The Work Place.
Battle said support is what
AIDS patients really need.
’It is a tremendous blow for
someone who is cut down in the
prime of their lite." Battle said.
"They can no longer think of retirement and getting old."
Latta, who is also chairman ot
the Education Committee, said
"AIDS In The Work Place" is a
major issue here at SJSU.
"Last year. there was an AIDS
death here," Latta said. "He was a
clerical worker and no one knew he
had AIDS.’’
On Wednesday, Dr. Donald P.
Francis, the Center fin Disease Control AIDS adviser for the University
of California. Berkeley, will speak
about "AIDS: The Changing Epidemic.
"Francis did some of the original research of the disease.- Latta
said. "lie will speak about how the
epidemic has changed. It should be
an excellent presentation...
This lecture will he held at 3:30
p in. in the Science Building.

Thursday. from 9:30 to 11:30
a.m. will be "AIDS: Faculty Speaks
Out’. followed by "AIDS: Students
Speak Out...
The faculty panel members are
not actual experts on AIDS, Latta
said.
"We tried to get a cross section
of faculty members to tell us how
they perceive the problems AIDS
presents... Latta said.
Battle. who will be moderator
for "AIDS: Students Speak Out."
said the presentation will deal with
issues that students are concerned
about. such as confidentiality of testing. mandatory yet ,ti. voluntary
testing and the freedom of AIDS pa.

Iran

Heisman

rom page /
continuing.
"It appears it was an isolated
incident." Marvin Fitzwater. presidential spokesman. said. "We did
not provoke the incident in any way.
()ur helicopters acted in self-defense
because they were fired upon."
He said the administration
would review the incident in temis
of the War Powers Act. which if invoked. gives Congress a say in
whether American forces could remain in the region.
Fitzwater said the act is reviewed every time there is an incident and "will be after this incident.
as well. hut there are no prelitninary
judgments to make other than we
will comply with the spirit of the resolution by giving full and detailed
consulations to the Congress...
Asked if the Iranians picked up
from the water would be returned
home. Fitzwater noted that the
United States repatriated Iranians
who were captured from the mine laying boat.
Hoffman said the incident occurred at 9:50 p.m. local time in the
gulf. or 2:50 p.m. EDT. He said the
American helicopters were flying in
inteniational airspace and mounted
the attack "within the rules of engagement in self-defense...
Later in the day. an Iranian vessel attacked a Japanese tanker in the
gulf. wounding three crewmen and
starting a fire in the engine nxim.
Pentagon sources. meantime.
disclosed that a second, unrelated incident had occurred in the gulf on
Thursday.
According to the officials, Iranians on an oil platform apparently
fired what was meant to he a warning shot at an American warship or
helicopter that was moving nearby.
The Americans did not return fire.
Doily staff reporter Edwin Garcia and the Associated Press wire
service contributed to this (wilt*.

From page I
debate and concern.
Wednesday
The
resolution
brought unexpected questioning for
three reasons:
The Associated Students formally supported SJSU toothall and
Perez.
The resolution only recognized the fitothall team and one
player. not mentioning other superior athletes or teams at SJSU.
The wording was unclear.
If we’re gonna do that. we
better he damn sure that we iecog.
ev eiy other (nationally’ re,ogni/able student -athlete at SJS[1.said Francois I arrivee. A.S. director
of sponsored programs.
Otherwise it shows a legislative resolution that I wouldn’t he
comfortable with.’ he added.
Dan McIntosh. the lone abstention vote, argued that "to support
just one organiiiit ion. i.e. the football team. is just not fair to all the
other organi /at ions we represent...
The resoluton at first stated:
". . . The Associated Students of
San Jose State enthusiastically supports the fine efforts ot the S.ISU
football team...
It added "...the Associated
Students of San Jose State University actively pledge their support to
the candidacy of Mike Perez for the
Heisman Trophy.’
But that part of the iesolution
proved difficult for the board to accept as is.
A seven -word phrase brought
niore debate, causing an amendment
to the resoluton to he included hefore
the tinal sote to accept it.
Instead of say mg "the Asso-

Dr. Robert Latta,
I leulth Services

tient.
The last lecture. also on Thursclii at noon in the Student Union,
teature Dr. Mervyn Silverman,
a public health officer for the city of
San liancisco.
"(Silverman) has been involved with the public issues concerning AIDS since the early part of
the epideinic.’ Latta said.
"He svill give an overview of
the irus, deal with some of the social issues and give some future projections concerning the disease,"
Battle said.
I.atta said the program, which
the committee has been working on
since last summer. is a "first-class
project’.
Battle said he hopes the seminars vvill educate the public.
"I think you find people who
don’t have adequate knowledge on
AIDS." Battle said. "We will try to
supply them V,. ith information about
AIDS so they can make decisions
concerning the disease based on fact,
not myth."
The awareness week is part of a
California State University policy
dealing with AIDS
By 1991. it’s estimated that
Santa Clara County will have 3,0(X)
to .I.000 new cases of AIDS. The
cost for treating these patients is estimated at 1440 million, according to
I Alta.
,..iated Students of San Jose State" it
v.. as changed to "The A. S. board of
directors."
And changed from the original
"auively pledge their support." it
was amineilded to read "endorse"
the candidacy of Mike Perez for the
Heisman Trophy.
McCarthy who had the original
idea for the hoard to officially recogni/e Perez and the fixaball team,
didn’t think it would create such discussion.
Hjelt admitted his wording on
the resolution wasn’t as clear as it
should have been.
Pan of McCarthy’s suggestion
was that the board "actively pledge
their support" for Pereis candidacy.
But after more discussion, the
board generally opposed any future
fiscal action. agreeing the resolution
should be only a commendation.
Instead of saying the board
"enthusiasically supports" the fine
ettiii is ot the SJSU football team. it
v(as I
voted to amend it to
state that it "conmiends- the fine efforts.
Dan Buerger. executive assistant to President Gail Fullerton. said
the "semantics" was crucial in such
a resolution. "It’s a legislative resolution that causes immediate con cent he said.
tsuergei suggested that the resolution he changed instead to be a
proclamation or a writ of congratulatons
In the long-awaited end, the
resolution remained just that a
resolution
after being amended.
Buerger suggested giving the
"problem" to the A.S. public relations board. which is now being
formed.

Big Savings on Professional Beauty Products
A professional Beauty Supply house is
opening doors to SJSU students. Get
professional products normally not
available to the public at wholesale prices.
Present your student body card and get an
additional I 0";. off of the wholesale prices.
Ihis adds up to 50 611". off retail
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you haven’t done your homework.
In fact, a credential can be earned in as
few as 10 months with National University’s
program as approved by the California
("ommission on Mather ("redentialing.
That’s less than one year to earn your
credential in:
Single Subject
Multiple Subject
Reading Specialist
Special Education Specialist
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F:ducational Administration
Preliminary Administrative Services
Professional Administrat ’VP Services
A master of science progam in many of
these areas of credentialing also offered.
This program can be completed in as little
as 1’2 months.

All L’InIrSt.l%Ill’k
toil credential
or master’s is taught in the evening so you
can continue to work full time while completing the program.
And at National tinivemity you take
one course at a time, one month at a time.
This unique one-course-per-month format
allows you to concentrate your energy and
focus your attention on each subject. That’s
a big plus given all your other commitments.
And since new courses start each
month, you can begin your credential or
master’s program arw month of the year
Why not now?
’all National t Iniversity todiky at
40412M-1101i to find out more. Classes
begin tqleh 111011th.
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’Golden Grad’ reminisces about smaller SJSU
Hy Julie WO.%
Iniagine SJSU without computers, the
West Hall, the
Student Union, KSJS,
Business Tower, the Pub or parking garages.
Does it seem unthinkable?
Not to Fiances Fox. a 1937 graduate
of SJSU
Fox will he celebrating her 50th col.
lege reunion with other 1937 graduates 1111,,
weekend at SJSU. The Alunmi Association
has prepared a weekend of activities for the
"Golden Grads of 1937."
Fox remembers when SJSU was a
small and simple school with a population

of 3,000 students.
Because the campus population was so
sniall. everyone knew each other, Fox said.
"The friendliness at SJSU in 1937 was
like living in a small community." she
said.
"Attending SJSU these days is not
esen close to what it was like when I attended. The campus population is so large
r10% that people tend to keep to them seises." Fox said.
You lose your identity in such a large
schirol." she said.

Fox said that her favorite memories at
SJSU include the noon -day dances held in
the "Art Quad." Afterwards. she and a
group of Friends frequented a local malt
shop in San Jose called 0Firians.
The popular malt shop does not exist
anymore
except as a memorv .
Hiiv, e . not all of Fox’s time at
SJSU was spent frolicking at dances and
malt shops. A business major. she spent a
large portion of her time studying.
"The classes were very small and everyone reeeised a lot of individual attention." she said.

Only about 15 people would be enrolled in a class, she said.
Fox said that her advice to students
still in school would he to "investigate all
job fields beforehand and try to take classes
that will prepare you to be self-supportive.
But the tremendous change has caused
students to lix e too fast, she said. Fox
blames mass communications for producing a faster world.
When I went to SJSU. it was more
leisurely. There was more time to know
each other.’ she added.

’37 class president
recalls Spartan days
8\ /satin 1)ti
Ilk. San Jii.e Stilie
Homecoming Week atmosphere was sastls ditterent
Becker 1,07 SJSU
sald
graduating class pi esident
"Football wasn’t VCry
among studerits,
popular
Recker said
"We (the S.ISU football
team I had lust started out. and
ihe league in ss Inch ss \sew in
ss as %els small. nothing comp.!’ ed to the league the UllIVersit!. IS in today."
Week
Homecoming
wasn’t a big event. Becker
said. "Spartan Stadium had
only been open for a couple of
years. and football crovvds
were minimal."
The stadium wasn’t even
close to being half full (at the
1937 Homecoming Game). he
said. "but everyone in attendance seemed to have fun. especially because we won.
"A dance -off was held in
the quad. (with minimal attendance) following the Homecoming Game (of 1937)."
Becker said.
The campus consisted of
only four buildings and had a
total enrollment of approx imatley 3,000 students in 1937. he
said.
"One quad existed between San Fernando and San
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Carlos streets .’ Becker said.
" The railroad (most of the students’ main transportation to
school) ran down the middle ot
Fourth Street.
The huildines that existed
in 1937 include \ lori is Dal’s.)
Auditorium, Dss tglit
Hall and Tower Hall
’The Tower used to
house the President’s ottice on
the first floor. administration
and records MI the second. and
the Mens’ Gymnasium on the
third." Becker said.
"The Woniens Gym was
just across the grass (where the
Administration Building is
nowt."’ lie said. "Everything
was very consers misc."
"When I sh:Is president.
the main goal we (the student
hody council) had was to convert the Fourth Street High
School playground (located at
the corner of San Fernando and
Fourth streets) into an official
otTice for SJSU
Becker said.
"We succeeded in doing
so, and the grounds were converted into a school library and
Central Classnioni Building."
he said.
"It was approximately
during the early ’30’s that fraternities and somrities started
on campus. Flecker said.
"Houses didn’t exist at
this point, but several of these
organizations
pleaded
for
them’. he said.

Patty Burke, S.Itirs 1959 Homecoming Queen takes a royal ride on a float

Homecoming: Then and now
The first S.ISt Homecoming
celebration was held in 1933 and
the activities surrounding it have
changed during the years.
Fifty years ago. the first
Homecoming variety. show. called
"Spartan Serenade" was held in
the Morris Dailey Auditorium.
More than 16 groups including national and Itx:al sororities gave
performances.
A Hoinecoming parade featuring 32 floats made by various
student groups ran through downtown San Jose attracting more
than 20,000 observers.
About 10.(XX) people attended the game which was free to
all students who had an Associated Students Body card. If the
student did not have a card, then
the ticket price was $1.20.
Twenty-five girls vied for
Homecoming Queen. The mayor
of San Jose. the city fire chief.
San Jose’s chief of police. and
heads of fashion department of
two local department stores were

the judges vs Ito decided the v, inner.
In 1967. 25 years ago.
lasted
Homecoming achy Ines
more than two weeks and the
whole community got involved.
The Queen nominees were filmed
on the Frank Darin’s "Record
Hop," a local version of American Bandstand.
The first week of activities
ended with a coronation ball at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium. The
Queen was announced at the ball
and was given the privilege to
reign over the second half of
Homecoming week.
Downtown merchants decorated their windows for SJSU’s
Homecoming. The elaborate decoration followed the "Spardi was
there’. theme.
Homecoming ’67 ended the
week with a bonfire near the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds coupled
with a performance by pianist
Henry Mancini.
Homecoming was not cele-

SJSC during the years
Firmed
between 1967 and 1977 when student apathy caused the tradition to
fade. Students were more interested in protesting than in celebrating.
Today, both a Homecoming
King and Queen are selected to
provide sexual equality. The
mayor and fire chief no longer select the winners.
The downtown merchants no
longer decorate their store fronts
to help SJSU celebrate Homecoming week.
Tickets to football games no
longer cost more than $1.20.
Rut as much as things
change. they stay the same.
A young female student will
be named SJSU Homecoming
Queen.
On Tuesday. a variety show
featuring campus groups was held
in the Morris Dailey Auditorium.
And on Saturday. SJSU
alumni will return to Spartan Sta
dium to cheer for the Spartans.

1937 grads will celebrate 50th reunion this weekend
Julie Roger.%
SJSU graduates of 1937 will
celebrate their 50th reunion this
weekend by attending the Homecoming Football Game against
New Mexico State. Saturday. followed by a reunion luncheon on
campus. Sunday.
Past reunions have not pro% ided enough time for the alumni
to reminisce with old friends. so
SJSU’s Alumni Asociation decided to extend the reunion time to
y

include a weekend full of actiy ities.
The "Golden Grads of
1937" will sit together at Saturday’s game to help cheer the Spartans on to a Homecoming victory
over New Mexico State.
Then. Sunday at 10:00 a.m..
the graduates will be given a campus tour of SJSU that will show
the drastic changes made since
1937.
SJSU was once a small cum -

pus known mainly for its teaching
program. Large facilities have
been erected since that time. such
as the Business Tower, the Engineering Building and the Student
Union.
After the tour. President Gail
Fullerton and Paul Becker. class
president of 37, will welcome the
graduates at a reunion luncheon in
the Student Union Umunhum
Room.
Several scholarships will he

awarded at the luncheon. Stella
Hillis, who graduated from SJSU
in 1915. will present a scholarship
to a library and infomiation student.
SJSU alumna. Lou Henry
Hoover. wife of President Herbert
Hoover. and namesake of one of
the campus residence halls. will
award a $500 scholarship to Rachel Greenburg, an SJSU student.
Approximately 325 people
graduated with the class of 1937.
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King, Queen
finalists named
Six nominees represent vanety of groups
By Brenda Tai Lam
A nervous tension filled the
University Room as 16 students
chatted among themselves. Each
of them had different majors and
represented the different organi/ations on campus. Yet, they all had
one thing in common they all
had been nominated for Homecoming King and Queen.
At the annual reception held
for the Homecoming King and
Oueen nominees on Oct. I , Mitch
Dahood, 1986 Homecoming King
and Regina Murphy, 1986 Homecoming Queen announced the
three finalists for queen and three
finalists for king.
"The best part about being
Homecoming King is making
three girls very happy," Dahood
said before announcing the female
finalists.
A quiet hush fell over the
room as he opened the first envelope. The nominees waited anxiously.
The first finalist named was
Leah Cardona. 21.
"I feel real honored.’’ Cardona said after the announcement
"I want to do something for the
school and be more accessible to
the students." She said she ran for
homecoming queen in hopes ot
becoming more involved with the
school.
Donna Kaylor, 21, was the
second Homecoming Queen finalist named. Representing Delta
Gamma sorority, Donna said she
would like to strengthen the tie between the alumni. students and the
community.
"What I would like to do is
have the Homecoming Queen be
able to have the option to get involved with the alumni and the
City of San Jose,’ Kay lor said.
Genevieve Cushing. 21. was
the last finalist named. She is a
resident adviser for Moulder Hall
and is actively involved with the
Inter Resident Hall Association.
She said %he would like to see improvements in relations between
campus clubs. the Associated Students. the Inter Fraternity Council
and the residence halls.
Murphy announced the finalists for Homecoming King.
Mike McCarthy. a finalist
nominated by Sigma Chi fraternity, believes the role of king
doesiit begin until after graduation.
"The position rit Homecoming King really entails after gradsaid the 21 uation than limy
year -old journalism major.
%k I perpetuate
"Hopefully
Sail Jose State yy itli a good name
14,1C-C4iill’d *
prilud to he. a .tinalisi.

Robert Tavarez

Jim Burton

Mike McCarthy
.% Lane. the three
homecoming
’87 King
nominees. ,11
left, the three
Queen finalists
pose for a
picture. They
are: (left) Donna
Kaylor, (middle)
I.eah Cardona
and Gene% iese
Cushing.

Jim Burton, 20. said. "I hope I
can involve more of the campus
groups and commuter students
the
and
Homecoming
with
school.’’
Whereas most the nominees
represented organi/ations that
have previously been involved
with Homecoming. Robert Tavaret, 21. represented Delta Sigma
Pi. a business fraternity. This was
the first time the group had been
involved with Homecoming activities.
"Homecoming is one of the
few times that the entire campus
can get involved and strive for one
cause - to unite v.ith the alumni
and the fiwitball team." Tavare/
said.
Nominees for Homecoming
King and Queen were eligible to
be sponsored hy a campus organi/ation or they may choose to represent themselves.
All candidates tOr the King
and QUeeti posa hod, hail to be
s le red at
full-time students r
SJS1’. ha% e minimum 11.5 grade
ei all . and suc
point ay eraiN
cesstulk ompleted a minimum ol

30 units at SJSU.
The nominees then had to file
a resume. a recent photograph.
letters of recommendation from
the sponsoring campus organ] /a thin and a letter of intent from the
candidate explaining hi% or her
reasons for running for Homecoming Queen or King.
The finalists were selected
after their applications were considered and an interview. was conducted.
"They’re looking for someone who will represent San Jose
State in a positive manner:* Murphy said.

(rp, tie,/
1,2 doz.
carnations

$2.99

I
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CALIFORNIA
SHINGLE & SHAKE CO.
WE RECOMMEND LICENSED
ROOFING CONTRACTORS
Roof Top Delivery
Residential Chnmerica
no Rooting
Reroofing New
*Cedar Shakes 8 Shingles
Complete Line,
Composition Roofing
Insulation Matenais
Wholesale Retail
All Type Roofing Tools-Come See Our Dispiay Room
Everything You Need With 24 hr Dellvery ServiCe MOS! CaSeS
Quality Service tor Over 26 Years

(408) 289-1800
Oper
We Accept

Teresa’s Flower Garden
ont of theftudent

;

1025 S.
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Students get

Ilomecoming
lib king
Nlitchell
Dahood ties
balloons to
booths at
the Street
Faire hile
ne
I
Nishimura
and Tito
Cahaghag
of the
Ohana
Club
prepare
Teriyaki
Chicken.

Sue Bowling Daily

Sue Bowling Daily

staff photographe

Sue Bowling Daily

staff photographer

staff photographer

Upper left: Nitta Dao enjms cuisine offered from the Vietnamese
Student Association. Upper right: Christine Mehl, Jennifer Boatman
and Curt Facchino of Tau kappa F:psilon perform at the variety
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Spartan spirit

Joe kelin
()I’ Sigma
(’hi
fraternity
imitates
!Michael
Jackson
and !Ada
Bowman
leads
members of
Chi ()mega
sorority at
the variety
show.

Ken Johnston - Daily staff photographer

Ken Johnston Daily staff photographer

t

Joe Gosen - Daily staff photographer

show. Above: Banners were judged Monday at the Student Union
Amphitheatre.

Ken Johnston

Daily staff photographer
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Past wins
provide
Spartan
memories

quarter by fullback Charley Harra- against Washington State in 1968.
The Spartan team, which
way That May still stands as the
longest run from scrimmage in went 3-7 that year, just couldn’t
move the ball.
Spartan grid history .
Its only real scoring opportuThe two other records that
fell in the game were most yard- nity CLIMC in the second quarter.
Glen Messengale returned a
age passing by a team with 347
yards and most points scored by Cougar punt 58 yards to give the
Spartans excellent field position at
the Spartans against the Tigers.
The most one-sided Home- the WSU 22. But an interception
coming victory came on Nos . 10. by Cougar Terry Most of a Russ
1939 when the Spartans i:asilv Munson pass quick’s halted ans
handled Redlands University 52
6.
After the opening kickoff.
SJSU marched 67 yards on seven
plays, culminated by a one-yard
plunge by fullback Dick Hubbell.
The Spartans 110. er looked back.
The 1939 team. coached by
Dudley S. DeGroot (59-19-8).
holds the distinction of being the
Spartans last undefeated team
ith a I 3-1) mark.
The first shutout recorded by
a SJSU defense in a Homecoming
game was a 2t, s ’dory over San
1942.
Diego State on Nos
After a scorele, first half,
the Spartans contracted touchdownitis.
San Jose kicked off to open
the third quarter. hut after a couple of fruitless running plays. San
Diego punted to their own 40. A
clipping penalty against the Spartans put the ball on their own 45.
Two pass plays later, the
Spartans had the ball on the Aztec

By Nelson Caedadeiro
In past Homecoming games.
the SJSU football team has produced some of the most memorable contests ever to grace the football field
So if the 1987 Spartans want
Saturday ’s match -up to be the best
Homecoming game ever. they’ll
have to produce a (hwy.
SJS1.1 has a three-game
Homecoming winning streak on
the line as it faces New Mexico
State in the 52nd annual bash.
The Spartans own a 31-17-3
record in SJS1’ Homecoming
games.
And they’ve had some
thrillers to reach those 31 wins.
The first SJSU Homecoming
game was held on Oct. 7. 1933
and the Spartans crushed San
Francisco State 44-6.
The highest scoring game
was 52-21 romp over the University of Pacific when four records
Then on a fourth and fifth
were shattered by coach Harry
Andersen’s troops on Nov. 6. play, halfback Bill Watson took a
reverse from Jack Porter and
1965.
Quarterback Ken Berry com- blasted through the middle before
pleted eight of 16 passes for 229 being stopped at the five.
From there it took one play to
years and three touchdowns. He
surpassed Gene Menges’ career send Porter in on a run and the
passing yardage record of 3.081 in Spartans kept on going from
the game. Berry now ranks sixth there.
The Homecoming game that
on the list.
The biggest play of the game most SJSU alums would like to
was a 94 -yard dash in the third forget is the 46-0 whitewash

hopes of scoring.
On Oct. 30. 1976, SJSU
walked all over rival University of
Santa Clara 50-15.
Behind the ann of Steve De Berg, the Spartans had 543 yards
of total offense.
DeBerg completed 12 out of
19 for 199 yards and three touchdowns before being replaced by
Ed Luther early in the third quarter.

Claude Gilbert’s first Homecoming game as head coach was a
18-17 nail-biting win over Fresno
State on Oct. 27, 1984.
Leading 17-10 late in the
fourth quarter, Fresno quarterback
Kevin Sweeney hit wide receiver
Larry Willis on a 52 -yard bomb to
the SJSU 22.
But then on the next play.
Lou Patrone
Spartan safety.
See /iv / page

THE BIGGEST PARTY
OF THE YEAR!

TODAY’S EVENTS
Yell Feast
Pep Rally Featuring:
-Heisman Trophy Candidate

Mike Perez
-President

Gail Fullerton
-Athletic Director

Randy Hoffman
-Spartan Head Coach

Claude Gilbert

START YOUR TAILGATE PARTY WITH
A 12-PACK...
No
I Irisman Tropl,

OF CAKE DONUTS FROM
THE DONUT EXCHANGE.

ONLY

$2.98
All other dozens

fir-" I

’antlidalt.-likt

-SJSU Football Team
-SJSU Cheerleaders
Starts @ 6:00 p.m. at the Student
Union Amphitheater.
BBQ with KWSS
-Tickets $2.50 @ the Alumni BBQ
pits. 4 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

C7M,,

41ornergiLuen_
$3 59
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AND A SNARE OF MUFFINS

163 West Santa Clara St
293-2244
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T-shirt honors win
nv Koren M. Deren:i
Occasionally you will .see
someone on campus wear a Tshirt proclaiming. "It’s not over
until we say it’s over" with a
Spartan player leaping skyward to
grasp a football.
Have you ever wondered
what that T-shirt meant’? (For
those of you who know the answer, no fair telling everyone
else.)
The T-shirt commemorates
what Sports Illustrated called "the
most exciting college football
ganie of 1986," a spectacular 4541 Spartan victory over Fresno
State University at Spartan Stadium.
Anyone who saw. the exciting
finish to the game would agree
with the magazine’s statement.
At the tinie. the win gave
SJSU a 1-0 record in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association (3-2
overall). and the upper hand for a
berth in 11o:ember’s California
Bowl.
Besides. being the first
league win and creating an exciting game the Bulldog contest also
happened to he last year’s Homecoming game.
Much of the crowd had already lel( the stadium thinking
that the Spartans had chalked up a
game in the loss column when the
Spartans managed to come up
with a touchdown late in the
fourth quarter.
With just 1:20 left in the
game and the Spartans down by
10 points. quarterback Mike Perez
completed a touchdown pass to
wide receiver Guy Liggins to
shrink the Fresno State lead to 41 -

Past games

On the ensuing kickoff, Sei
gio Olivare/ squibbed an oii.1,1.
kick which the Bulldogs 4..011
trolled until SJSU’s Freddie Pay
ton leveled a Fresno State player
who fumbled the hall. Spartan
Chris Alexander made the recox ery to give possession back to
SJSU.
The small portion of the 28.158 fans who remained in Lie
I sia
dium for the end of the game saw
an awesome series of plays.
With 34 ticks on the clock.
Pere/ completed a 22 -yard pass to
wide receiver Lai Malauulu to
move the Spartans to the Bulldogs’ 26.
(This is where the T-shirt
comes in.)
xi&

Pere/ dropped hack with
eight seconds left in the game and
aired another pass to Malauulu.
this time in the corner of the end
/one. Suddenly .
ery one in the
stadium
was
jumping
and
cheering because the Spartans
pulled ahead. 44-4 I .
Olivareis extra point completed the scoring.
The Spartans had done it.
They had overcome a 10-pOinl
dent:it with little more than one
minute to play. show mg the Bulldogs and the rest ot the nation that
they deserved respect.
Pere/ had one of his best
games of the season. completing
33 of 53 passes for 433 yards and
five touchdowns. His 33 completions tied an SJSU record held by
Ed I .uther. who performed his feat
Frasco then hooked up with
tailback Randy Walker for 16yarder to put the ball at the Fresno
46.

From page 6
punched the ball out of Bulldog
fullback Steve Lanham’s hand, as
cornerback K.C. Clark fell on the
ball at the Spartan 17.
Then. with just two minutes
remaining,
Spartan
thunder

Then on a third and nine
play, Frasco completed a 26-yard
pass to Walker and the Spartans
now were at the Bulldog 18.

Led by quarterback Bob
Frasco. the Spartans picked their
way, via the short pass, to their
38.

Fraser). on the next play,
tossed one up to Tony Smith in the
back of the endzone for a touch-

One play later. Frasco hit
Kevin Bowman for 13 yards to the
Fresno six.

Photo by Alan Deo

File Photo

SJSU’s Kenny Jackson, right, avoids Fresno State’s Cliff Hannemann in I986’s win
against Unix ersity of the Pacific in
1978.
Running back Kenny Jackson likew ise had a good game.
rushing tor 107 yards on 25 carries %MIL( scoring a touchdown. It
was Jac k
s second consecutive
game with at least 1lX) yards
gained on the eround.
It’s going to he hard to top
last year’s Homecoming performance. Rut the Spartans will give
it a try this Saturday’. Kickoff is
1:30 p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
Who knows? Maybe this
year’s game will yield another Tshirt.
down, closing the Bulldog lead to
17-16.
Runningback Frank Robinson dodged three defenders on the
two-point conversion and scored
to give the Spartans the win.
Saturday’s meeting may not
have an outburst of scoring and it
may not even be decided in the
final seconds. But with names like
Mike Perez, Kenny Jackson.
James Saxon and Guy Liggins
playing in their final homecoming
game, you’ll never know.

RICHIE COLE

Wed., Oct. 21

THE RICHIE COLE
QUARTET WITH SPECIAL
GUEST THE SJSU SINGERS

ONE DAY AUTO SERVICE
Near Campus/20% Off Parts with Coupon thru 12/18/87

TUNE-UP
S4599
and up
parts
Int-lucks. Replace
plugs. wools. set
minim , mato( tune up
also
liable

ago n
0 ks
I

50 E Julian St.

BRAKES
$6000

CLUTCH
$7500

and uP + parts

and up + pans

PrI4X per axle aid

Inc R&R

replace brake shoes.
bleed & ath pack
hearings

transmisvion

Wed., Oct. 28

JAZZ SUMMIT

Thurs., Oct. 29

THRESHOLD

Wed., Nov. 4

THE STEVE
ERQUIAGA TRIO

4=3R5P’
otto.71 .

.06- rr-

_,’ r1,010’

Replace clutch
assembly

COMPLETE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
PORSCHE/NISSAN/VW/TOYOTA/HONDA
(408)293-5077

At corner of N. 2nd St. -Downtown

E Julian

(-71agon Works

.../

IN THE STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER

a
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Student apathy plagues SJSU Homecomings
saki. senior, believed there is still
Hy Brenda Tai Lam
A certain cloud has hung a lot of school spirit among the
over the days of SJSU Homecom- student body.
"San Jose State is what is
ing week during the past years.
This is a cloud of apathy that considered a commuter schooappears because students think l...and for being a commuter
homecoming is made up of
Greeks. alumni and t.00tball.
Homecoming is not only for
fraternities. Homecoming Chairman Ke in Redding said.
"Hopefully, though, nothing
will be geared toward the Greek
system. It’s not the etii ,A.e’re trying to present it... Redding said.
Fratenlities and sororities
participate in homecoming because they, are orgamied as a
group and aro expected to participate in the at:6% Mrs, Redding
said.
hopes of getting more student participation. the Homecomcommittee
has planned ahead
ing
and promoted tie
1 e% ems earlier allowing students to become aware
that Honleconiing %kw, coining
soon.
They also planned the banner
contest. the tr0 c le race. the
blood time. the stieet taii . and the
variety slum as a V, \
keeping
students on campus
"The more people who participate. the better it will he. said
Redding.
Because "Homecoming is
when
bring hack the alumni.’
Redding said. didn’t mean slit
dents shouldn’t participate.
This ear. homecoming drev,
the enthusiasm of the residence
halls and the business fraternities
therefore. Reddiiii sees an increase in enthusiasm tor homecoming rather than a decline.
There is. hovveei . a mied
reaction toward the lack ot entlin
siasm tor homecoming.
Some students think that
Homecoming 1, too much like
high sehool
hile other stUdents

school it is very spirited." he
said.
In the past, Redding believed
that poor planning may have also
accounted for a lack of enthusiasm
for homecoming.

"This
ear weve been able
to take it further in planning more
events because the San Jose community has helped us." he said.
Despite the fact that many
SJSU students have a lack of en-

thusiasni for Homecoming, it appears that student apathy is declining and so far, this year’s
Homecoming showed a high degree of spirit which hopefully will
continue, Redding said.

GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION
CONTINUES!!

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

thouelit of the Saturday’s football

game as Homecoming.
"Homecoming in itself is
kind nit artificial etlect to
school spirit. said Toni moi-2-2,01.
a itirlior initiortne in tine art.
He also belieed !OS(’ al
ready has a lot ot school spirit despite the possible lack of enthusiasm for Homecoming
Kari Peterson. a graduate
student, attended Michigan State
University and felt there was more
Homecoming participation among
the students there than here.
"I think there is an apathy in
Homecoming rat SJSU I in part because students here commute to
school. Rut I don’t think they
should get rid of it hecatise
would he giving into the apathy.’
Peterson said.
Redding agreed that the large
number of commuter students at
SJSU could have an affect on student participation. He hoped that
this year’s activities would keep
the students around campus lot
the week.
"You have to have some
thing for the students to make
them want to stick around." he
said.
Although a large number ot
the students commute, Jeff Sa-

the

The New Night Club in Campbell!
*3 Dance Floors
*Miami Style Decor
*Neon Lights
*4 Bars
To experience it all,
come to the Pruneyard
in Campbell. Come
see two separate
nightclubs under one
roof!
750 Pruneyard, Campbell

(408)371-3845

An

ings

Imo:ming, it apJent apathy is dea far, this year’s
ihowed a high de,hich hopefully will
ling said.

WHEH OF THESE
COLLEGE SENIORS WILL
INVEST S45 TO
ADVANCE THEIR CAREERS
FROM DAY ONE?

Andy Kreski

Sally Games

Kay Lee

Tony Phillips

ALL FOUR!
Announcing C,areer Network/USA from the people who sponsor CareerTrak, The College Recruitment Conference that
introduces thousands of seniors to many of America’s top companies. From /Etna Life & Casualty to Xerox. As a member of
Career Network/USA, you’ll enjoy an array of exclusive services designed to put your future in touch with you!

The Netvvork Helps You Get That
First Job
Your skills, experience and interests will get
exposure to over 7,500 employers nationwide via
CradTtalc, our computerized data base. Beginning
February 1, 1988, the Fortune 5000, government agencies,
private companies and the healthcare industry can search
Cranak, free of charge and identify candidates for their
entry level openings. And since employers specifically
request CradTrak searches, resumes that are referred get
read! You’ll be contacted directly by employers whose job
opportunities match your requirements.
In addition, you’ll receive, and CradTtak maintains,
a professionally arranged and laser printed resume.

The Netvvork Provides Ongoing
Career Opportunities
Your resume is updated, pee of charge, and your
credentials are continually marketed to thousands of
employers based on your interests, geogaphical preference
and salary requirements. Specific job opportunities are
presented confidentially for your review and, if
appropriate, kirther action.

A "Hotline" to Career Success
As a Career Neiwork/USA member, you can get the
answers to questions that affect your career by calling the
toll-free Career Network Hotline. Experienced specialists
will provide you with the information you need. You’ll
also receive a quarterly "Career Newsletter" packed with
valuable career development information, and "Careers
An Armal Report," providing a comprehensive review
and forecast of major business and employment
developments.

Career Network/USA membership is offered only to graduating seniors and graduate students for one low, lifetime
membership fee of $45. But hurry, in order to market you via CradTtak beginning February 1st, we must receive your
membership application by December 15th.
JOIN CAREER IVE7WORIVUSA TODAY.’

Special $38 Introductory Offer
Until Or+ober 21 !
Nommaionn.....imosi....m.nommossommoomm.....min..nommimom
Please enroll me in Career Network/ USA. I am enclosing my resume, or legibly printed resume outline and a
check or money order payable to Career Conferences of America.
Name
Address
Tel #

School

In what regionlsi, stateisi locations are vou willing to work?
Please be specific.

I understand that if my membership application is accepted, I will be bound by the terms and conditions of the
Career Network/USA Agreement sent to me with my membership card.
Send to.

Career Conferences of America, Inc.
P.O. Box 1852 New Haven, CT 06508

Signature of Applicant

